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Revision Track: 

 

 - Rev.1.0: Initial Release. 

 

 - Rev.1.1; 

  - Agenda: Saturday May 8th—Adjournment time changed to 5pm. 

  - Updated: Financial Update. 

  - Added: Property and New Development Council Report. 

  - Added: United Church Women Report. 

 

 -Rev. 1.2 

  - Agenda: Updates. 
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SEEDING HOPE AGENDA 2021 

FRIDAY, MAY 7 

Morning Session  9:00am  Meeting Open—Gathering 

    9:10am  Welcome—Land Acknowledgment, Icebreaker and Video 

    9:30am  Opening Worship 

    10:00am  Introductions—Intro to the meeting, Presiding Officer Address 

    10:30am  Theme: Seeding Hope—Jeff Chu 

    12:00pm  Lunch Break 

 

Afternoon Session  1:15pm  Platform reopens—Breakout Coffee Rooms 

    2:00pm  Gathering with Music, Icebreaker, Retiree Video. 

    2:10pm  Business—Proposals, Commissioner & Accountability Report 

    3:00pm  Affirming Region Discussion 

    3:45pm  Message from General Secretary, Michael Blair 

    4:15pm  Closing Prayer 

    4:30pm  Adjournment 

SATURDAY, MAY 8 

Morning Session  8:45am  Gathering 

    9:00am  Opening Worship 

    9:30am  Missional Conversation 

    10:30am  Memorials 

    10:35am  Break 

    10:45am Affirming Region Discussion 

    11:30am Updates—Office of Vocation, Stewardship,  

      St. Andrews College, First Third, Right Relations 

    12:15pm Lunch Break 

 

Afternoon Session  1:15pm  Platform reopens—Breakout Coffee Rooms 

    2:00pm  Gathering with Music, Icebreaker, Retiree Video. 

    2:10pm  Business—Reports, Proposals, Commissioner and Executive 

    3:00pm  Theme: Seeding Hope—Jeff Chu 

    4:30pm  Business—Closing Motions 

    4:35pm  Closing Reflection, Prayer and Music 

    5:00pm  Adjournment 

SUNDAY, MAY 9 

Morning Worship  10:30am Regional Worship Services—Preacher: Jeff Chu 
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The Chinook Winds Region is located on Treaty 4, Treaty 6 and 

Treaty 7 territories, and Métis Nation of Alberta Region 3, which is the 

home of the Blackfoot Confederacy, including Siksika, Piikani and 

Kainai, the Tsuut'tina Nation, and the Stoney Nakoda First Nation. 

Our region is also located on the traditional meeting grounds and 

traveling route to the Cree, Saulteux, Dene and Nakota Sioux 

peoples. We acknowledge all the many First Nations, Metis and Inuit 

whose footsteps have marked these lands for centuries, and affirm 

our commitment to the principles and actions of reconciliation.    

 

 

 

ACKNOWLEGMENT  
OF TERRITORY 
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Respectfully Submitted: by  Vicki McPhee Presiding 
Officer to the Chinook Winds Region 

 
It has not yet been eight months since we last 
gathered as the Regional body. At the close of the 
2020 Annual Meeting in September, the Chinook 
Winds Region’s first Presiding Officer, Helen Reed, 
concluded her time on Executive. Helen accepted a 
call outside the boundaries of our Region and it was 
with a sad heart that we bade her farewell. The 
Region’s Executive was charged with selecting the 
next Presiding Officer. I agreed to take on the role 
and began my term with the November Executive 
meeting. 
 
Because the pandemic made it necessary to adjust 
how we met in 2020, we moved our annual meeting 
from spring to the fall. At the last in-person meeting of the Region’s Executive in March 2020, it was 
decided the timing of the Region’s annual meeting would be the same each year. Our Executive 
Minister has the responsibility to attend both the Chinook Winds and the Pacific Mountain annual 
meetings and has, as such, a full calendar each spring. We chose the first full weekend of May, 
beginning in 2021, to meet as the Chinook Winds Regional body each year. In January, choosing not 
to rely on wide-spread vaccinations to set our 2021 meeting dates, we began planning for a virtual 
gathering to take place on our previously agreed-upon dates. As we enter into this virtual Annual 
Meeting, we do so with great hope that we can meet, in person for any events planned for the fall. 
 
While in-person gatherings have not been possible, the Regions’ staff have continued to host virtual 
gatherings for lay and clergy leaders within the Region. We have lost so much to the pandemic but, 
for the most part, we have not lost the ability to meet with one another. It has been a blessing to have 
technology assist us in connect with each other as our newly established Region had only one in-
person meeting before the pandemic hit. It has been a joy to meet folks from across the Region, not 
needing to worry about weather, driving conditions and cost. We have also had opportunity to hear 
from a variety of distinguished voices of the church—Peter Short, Michael Blair, and Susan Nienaber 
to name a few. 
 
In the short time between the Region’s Annual Meetings, the work of the Executive has focused 
primarily on solidifying the Region’s governance structure. Dan Hotchkiss, the author of Governance 
and Ministry: Rethinking Board Leadership, has led the Executive’s policy working group through the 
process of developing policies for the Region. With Dan’s assistance, we have created a 
comprehensive set of policies that will guide the actions and behaviour of the Executive of Chinook 
Winds and our Executive Minister in the years to come. These policies will be presented to Executive 
in April for approval and then to the Region, in May, at our Annual Meeting. 
 
The Executive continues to support the ongoing work of the Affirming Working Group. Chinook 
Winds Region entered into partnership with Pacific Mountain Region to share leadership, education 
and awareness campaigns for the affirming process taking place in each Region. There have been 

 

PRESIDING OFFICER’S REPORT 
VICKI MCPHEE 
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several opportunities to learn about what it would mean for the Region to become affirming—
hopefully you have had a chance to join the Working Group at one of their many dynamic and 
engaging events. 
 
Partnering with Pacific Mountain Region is not limited to the affirming process. Chinook Winds and 
Pacific Mountain Regions are creating a shared ministry for children, youth and young adults—
becoming more commonly known as First Third Ministry (‘first third’ being those people in the first 
third of their lifetimes). We are looking forward to exciting possibilities that come with the creation of 
this shared ministry. 
 
As I write this report, the provincial government has stepped Alberta back to Step 1 in the pandemic 
restrictions. While vaccinations are happening, the pace of folks receiving shots in arms is lagging 
behind the spread of the COVID variants across our province. There is an end in sight but we are not 
there yet. This is disappointing and frustrating. We are weary of restrictions and not being with one 
another. However, it is imperative that we continue to live out God’s love  in these times by following 
all public health guidelines. Whether or not you’ve been vaccinated, continue to wear your masks, 
wash your hands and do not gather socially in one another’s homes. 
 
It is hard to not be together, in-person, for worship, but it is for the best for everyone if we limit in-
person worship. If you are meeting, be sure to following provincial guidelines to attendance and do 
not sing together. Remember, the pandemic closed our buildings, but it did not stop us from 
worshipping. The Divine—God, Creator, Lover, Yahweh, Beloved—does not need us to be in one 
place, at the same time, to hear our prayers and our praises. Whether it’s via technology or by phone 
call, where two or three are gathered, so too is the presence of Jesus. Please continue to model safe 
and loving behaviour by following the provincial guidelines and rules. So that one day, hopefully 
sooner than later, we may meet together again, without a computer screen between us. 
 
I would like to offer great thanks and appreciation the staff of Chinook Winds Region. Through their 
faithful dedication to the life and ministry of our Region and Church, we are making our way through 
this pandemic connected in ways we would not have dreamed of before our buildings were shut 
down. With their leadership, we have managed to continue the work of the church and have built 
community and relationships abundantly. Thank you for all you do Treena, Mauricio, Lee, Chris, 
Shelley and Joel! You are a blessing to our Region. 

 

PRESIDING OFFICER’S REPORT 
VICKI MCPHEE (CONT’D) 
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Respectfully Submitted: by Treena Duncan, Executive Minister to The 

Chinook Winds Regional Council. 

 

Have you heard of the Jerusalema challenge? Simply put, the 

Jerusalema challenge is a dance. Those taking up the challenge 

perform a line dance style dance to the song Jerusalema, a gospel-

influenced house song by South African producer Master KG and 

performed by singer-songwriter Nomcebo in the Zulu language. The 

dance trend began in February of last year, when Fenómenos do 

Semba, a group in Angola, south-west Africa, recorded themselves 

dancing to the song while eating without dropping their plates. It has 

become a viral sensation, with police forces, health care workers and 

groups of people from around the world challenging each other.  If you 

haven’t yet watched, here is a link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=mdFudLPyqng. Every time I see one of these videos, I find myself 

near tears.  To me, the whole world dancing together in the midst of 

the pandemic is an image of hope. 

 

In her book, A Call to Uncommon Courage, Sister Joan Chittister says: “Despair colors the way we 

look at things, makes us suspicious of the future, makes us negative about the present. Hope, on the 

other hand, takes life on its own terms, knows that whatever happens, God lives in it, and expects 

that, whatever its twists and turns, it will ultimately yield its good to those who live it well. Despair 

cements us in the present, hope sends us dancing around dark corners trusting in a tomorrow we 

cannot see. Despair says that there is no place to go but here. Hope says that God is waiting for us 

someplace else. Begin again.”   

 

The question for us is Are we willing to dance into that ‘someplace’ that God is waiting?  

 

This pandemic has us on the line between hope and despair, but it is, in fact, a time for us to gain a 

new perspective, a time of great revealing which both points us to the future and allows us to see 

what has been there all along.  It is a moment of radical disruption that is full of grief and pain, but 

also a time of great opportunity.  

 

Having now served as your Executive Minister for nearly two years, I have truly enjoyed getting to 

know the Region and building new relationships. In this report and agenda book you will see that it 

has been a busy year, with lot of great accomplishments. I have been blessed to be part of a 

committed, hope-filled and gifted staff team. In this restructuring, unlike most other regions across 

the church, we have been gifted with the opportunity to build something new.  That, in and of itself, is 

a big task, even without the complication of a global pandemic.  But I have been inspired by your 

capacity for hope in the midst of it all.  I look forward to being able to spend more time physically in 

the Region once the Pandemic restrictions are lifted.  

 

 

EXECUTIVE MINISTER’S MESSAGE 
TREENA DUNCAN 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mdFudLPyqng
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mdFudLPyqng
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As your staff we have worked hard to develop policies and practices that are designed to facilitate 

your ministries, but our most important goal is to facilitate opportunities for connection to each other, 

to your community and to the holy. We have lived this out through town halls, coffee hours, learning 

events and retreats.  The Regional Executive has been doing the work of policy development and 

governance so that we have clear leadership policies in place and a framework from which to lead 

into the future. Like those dancing Jerusalema together around the world, we in Chinook Winds have 

been dancing together around those dark corners into hope.   

 

In this second pandemic Easter, we can experience the hope of the resurrection, and, like the 

disciples, we don’t know yet exactly how this story is going to end. There is uncertainty in this 

moment in between the struggle and the resolution, between the hope and despair. 

 

So friends, let’s live faithfully in this moment, taking care of each other in the uncertainty, holding one 

another through the grief and loss of life. And let’s also hold the Christ light for one another, stoking 

the flame of hope for a new day.  

 

We are a hopeful Easter people, which means that through the struggle, we will trust the rising power 

of God to dance with us together us to a new, beautiful, light-filled dawn. 

 

 

 

 

EXECUTIVE MINISTER’S MESSAGE 
TREENA DUNCAN (CONT’D) 
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PASTORAL RELATIONS 
LEE SPICE 

Respectfully Submitted: by Lee Spice, Executive Minister to The Chinook 

Winds Regional Council. 

 

 
Truthfully, I wanted to begin this report without mention of this year’s 
pandemic, because I thought that we’d all be tired of hearing about it.  
It’s true, we are (tired), but the specters of disease, loss, lockdowns 
and isolation have chased us and coloured everything that we do. 
 
That’s not necessarily a bad thing.  Last year, I said this: 
 
 Somehow, all of this work carried on in what has turned out to be an 
extraordinary year. When the CoVid 19 pandemic resulted in 
churches’ inability to meet in person, ministry personnel turned on a 
dime, leading on-line services, doing drive-by visits, making an 
increasing number of pastoral phone calls, preparing YouTube 
videos, hosting on-line Bible studies, preparing print materials to be mailed out, and many, many 
more. The creativity and sharing of resources was awe-inspiring.  At a time when the Body of Christ 
needed you the most, leaders stepped up in body, mind and spirit. Please know that your work is 
noticed and appreciated. 
 
This is all the more vivid this year, and I add my admiration for all of you who have somehow 
managed to keep up the pace for longer than has been imaginable. 
 
Here is a rundown of the role of the workgroups and the people who have stepped forward to offer 
their wisdom and creativity.: Details can be found on our website, https://chinookwindsregion.ca/
pastoral-relations/. 
 
(Ministry staff are indicated with a *.) 
 
 All of these groups are accountable through the Pastoral Relations Minister to the Executive 
Minister. 
 
Pastoral Relations Council: This team is responsible for setting policy with regards to pastoral 
relations, marriage and sacraments licensing; receiving reports under section J of The Manual and 
reports from Interim Ministries; and setting policy and overseeing the other working groups. Current 
members are Lois Punton*, Hugh Johnson, Nancy Nourse*, Gordon Churchill*, Tim Nickerson and 
Julia Kimmett*.  At time of writing, representation from the Lay Support Ministry Working Group is 
on a rotating basis. 
 
Pastoral Relations Working Group: This group approves calls and appointments (and endings and 
changes, thereof), Community of Faith profiles, ministry positions and interim ministry positions. 
They consider requests for licensing of DLMs, Sacraments Elders and candidates, for sacraments 
and marriage licences. They categorize Congregational Designated Ministry positions. Meeting one- 
or two times per month, the current members are Doug Powell*, Sally Salter, Tom Melvin*, Hugh 
Johnson, Aldeen McKay* and Bill Hanley. 

https://chinookwindsregion.ca/pastoral-relations/
https://chinookwindsregion.ca/pastoral-relations/
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Ministry Support Working Group: This team is charged with “Initiating and/or promoting programming 
to enhance health, joy and excellence in the practice of ministry.” In this regard, they are responsible 
for organizing pastoral care for active and retired ministry personnel and recognizing retirees. They 
also plan events in support of ministry personnel. Current members are Nancy Nourse*, Judy 
McKearney (leaving at the end of this session), Trevor Potter*, Eva Stanley* and Wilma Clark 
(retirees’ ministry). 
 
Lay-Ministry Support Working Group: This group manages has responsibility for the training, 
licensing, record-keeping and support of Licensed Lay Worship Leaders. Currently, this training is 
accessed through United in Learning.  Recently, the scope of the work is expanding into other forms 
of lay ministry, including support for boards/councils and M & P committees. 
Current members are Irene Milton, Leila Currie*, Wilma Clark (Hospital Ministries Program). We are 
searching for one more person. 
 

Hospital Ministries:  Current members of the team are Wilma Clark, Leila Currie*, Janice Aiken*, Tom 
Melvin* and Jackie Walters. The Coordinator of the Hospital Ministries program, Rev. Dr. Geoffrey 
Simmins, has begun a training program for pastoral visitors. It is heartening to know that this work 
continues to be vital, even with the current hiatus of hospital visiting.  We’ll be ready! 
 
Regional Council Liaisons and Supervisors: When a situation arises in a Community of Faith that 
concerns a change in the pastoral relationship, we will usually assign a Regional Council Liaison to 
shepherd the community through the processes of writing the Community of Faith Profiles and 
searching for new ministry personnel.  We will also assign a supervisor to communities of faith who 
don’t currently have ministry personnel, or have a candidate in a supply position. Many thanks to all 
of you who have stepped forward to help in these roles.  Your work is invaluable. 
 
If I may add a personal note, let me say that these years in Chinook Winds have been wonderful.  
The teams with whom I’ve worked have been stellar.  I could not have asked for a better group of 
people – either in the working groups or in our staff team.  I’m sure that my successor, Stephen 
Harper, will find great fulfillment amongst you, as well. 
 
Blessings to all of you, as we move into new beginnings. 
 
Submitted respectfully, 
Lee 

 

 

PASTORAL RELATIONS 
LEE SPICE (CONT’D) 
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Respectfully Submitted: by Brenda Fawkes, Office of Vocation to The Chinook Winds Regional Council. 

 

Faithful, well-equipped, effective ministry personnel 

  

The Office of Vocation is now just over two years old since it’s inception, yet it remains one of the 

bodies of the church structure that many are unfamiliar with. Indeed, it is more than the body who 

seeks after compliance with mandatory training or annual declarations! 

 

The establishment of the Office of Vocation was part of the huge denominational shift from four 

courts to three councils along with a self-determining and autonomous Indigenous Church structure 

in partnership with the ‘settler church’.  It was part of the development of a single, denominationally 

based entity with responsibilities around ministry formation, admission of clergy from other 

denominations, and oversight and discipline of ministry personnel, previously held by 84 presbyteries 

and 13 Conferences. 

 

The Office of Vocation is accountable to the Board of Vocation made up of over 14 elected members 

honouring and living into intercultural mission and ministry. The Board of Vocation is starting to 

engage the Calls to the Church and to seek ways to build relationship with the National Indigenous 

Council (NIC) 

 

Principles  

I. paid, accountable, well trained staff supporting oversight and discipline;  

II. a small elected body consisting of both ministry personnel and laity making decisions on 

remedial and disciplinary matters;   

III. a less complicated system with fewer volunteers and less duplication; 

IV. removing oversight and discipline from the place of collegiality.   

 

Values 

Spirit-led discernment, respect, flexibility, consistency, adaptability to new insights, and timeliness. 

Achieving the appropriate balance between denominational consistency and regional flexibility is 

challenging at times. Focusing on relationship while applying ‘rules’ is a challenge worth meeting. 

 

Staff 

The staff team responsible for policy and programs for ministry personnel (6.5FTE) was able to take 

on the new work of the Office of Vocation, both in its development and, from 2019, resourcing the 

Board and its various committees and boards, by reconfiguring job descriptions and letting go of the 

direct resourcing of communities of faith. The addition of seven deployed Office of Vocation Ministers 

provides staff resourcing to each candidacy board, availability for vocational conversations and 

collaboration with regional council pastoral relations ministers around early intervention in conflict or 

potential disciplinary matters. Sadly, the round of staff cuts in July 2020 resulted in one less staff 

position within the Office of Vocation team: the program coordinator for recruitment. With the regional 

councils responsible for the vitality of communities of faith, we trust that ministry leaders will arise. 

 

 

OFFICE OF VOCATION 
ACCOUNTABILITY—MAY 2021 
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The Office of Vocation Ministers report several discernment conversations a month from individuals 

considering their call to formal ministry leadership. 

 

A Message from your OV: 

As one of the deployed staff of the Office of Vocation I value and appreciate the opportunity to be 

closely linked to ministry that is contextual and relational with specific regions.  Over the past two 

years I have valued the opportunity to get to know the people of Chinook Winds and to share our 

work together.  Of course, due to the pandemic, it has been exactly fifteen months since I have been 

on the ground in Alberta!  Nevertheless, I have welcomed the chance to be face to face online doing 

the work of vocation with students, candidates, ministry personnel, Lee (as pastoral relations staff) 

and many more of you.  Highlights include candidacy interviews, training of educational supervisors, 

training of Lay Supervision teams, discerning sabbaticals, reminders for doing your annual 

declaration, venting about Churchhub, standing confirmations, policy interpretation, clergy 

gatherings, opportunities to meet retirees and even effectiveness support.  I remain astonished, 

impressed and grateful to God for all the ways you have pivoted and been creative as you have 

faced online ministry and new demands. I don’t say that with any degree of obligation but, rather, 

awareness of what this has required of you. 

 

At least half of the time I spend as an Office of Vocation minister is delegated to Candidacy work.  

Chinook has an abundant group of students/candidates. Some statistics: 

 

15  Candidates (at various points in their process). 

3     Applicants (those preparing to come to the Candidacy Board for first interviews) 

10   Preparing for ordained ministry 

3   Preparing for diaconal ministry 

2  Preparing for designated lay ministry. 

 

The Mountain Candidacy Board serves the regions of Chinook and Pacific Mountain.  In total we 

have 57 students in our care.  The members serving on the Mountain Candidacy Board from 

Chinook Winds are Vicki McPhee and Samuel Grottenberg.  When General Council meets in 2022 

we will be looking for new members to add to our board.  If this is something you would like to 

discern please be in touch. 

 

Finally, I commend to you links that may be informative or interesting in your increased 

understanding of the Office of Vocation: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yf_qZogCucM  Vocational Life of A Minister 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7SVZ_TPjrOs  All About Annual Declarations 

 

 

 

OFFICE OF VOCATION 
ACCOUNTABILITY—MAY 2021 (CONT’D) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yf_qZogCucM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7SVZ_TPjrOs
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Rev. Edna Janice Walls/Beaudry 
 
I believe I was called into ministry as a young child of 3 yrs. 
old through music, while living in an orphanage in New 
Brunswick. I have learned since that it was my biological 
grandmother who came to visit me.  Each visit I would sit 
on her lap at the pump organ and she taught me how to 
play, mostly hymns. My call journey has always been 
connected through music, were I feel the healing Grace of 
the Holy.  That all will be well!  
 
I began my journey into ministry first as a staff associate of 
children’s ministry McClure UC, Saskatoon, followed by 
Southwood UC and Westminster UC in Calgary.  During 
that time, through Discernment process I felt called to 
become Ordained. While at St. Andrew’s College in 
Saskatoon, I served at St. Martins United Church as 
musical director for a youth musical team under the 
ministry of Rev. Brian Walton. In 2005, I was settled in 
Grace United, Grimshaw, AB; later adding St. Paul’s UC - 
Peace River, and Nampa UC.  2014, I received the call to 
serve at Didsbury UC. 
 
My two passions in ministry were Music and Pastoral Care. 
Someone once asked me what gift have I shared with my 
congregations? Two gifts: a) Pastoral Care  b)Empowering 
people to bring their gifts forward and as my wise Uncle, the late Rev. Dr. Victor Walls from 
Blackville, NB said (at the wonderful age of 90) “Some ministers empower their parishioners to do 
the work of God, and trust me, you will work yourself out of a job.”  In many ways he was correct. 
The incredible gifts God has given to my parishioners will continue to touch my heart and God’s 
heart. 
  
I want to thank one very special friend that began the journey with me and is still got my back, Wilma 
Clark. Thanks also to Val Chmilar who drove me to many worship services when roads were icy!  
Thank you to my husband Barry, my daughter Donna & Kyle, granddaughter Kira and youngest 
daughter, Sandra. 
 
And of course, the Most Important, God who has Always been at my side. 

 

 

RETIREES 
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Rev. Thomas G. Melvin B. A., M. 
Div. 
 
Tom has served The United Church of 
Canada since 1992. He has served 
the following faith communities: 
 
 Lakeview United Church, Calgary  
 Midlands United Church, Calgary  
 Deer Park United Church, Calgary 
  
Tom has served at every level of the 
United Church - presbytery, 
conference, General Council, and now 
Chinook Winds Region.  
 
Prior to moving to Canada, Tom was 
ordained in the United Methodist Church where he served from 1978 - 1992. He is most grateful to 
have had the opportunity to follow his call and to serve Christ and others through The United Church 
of Canada. He adopted his beloved son, Baussman Melvin, in 1998. He and his wife, Joanne, 
became Canadian citizens and are glad to call Canada home. 
 
Tom looks forward to more hiking, writing, camping, and photography in the days without a schedule. 
Tom will always seek  to follow Jesus, to celebrate God’s presence, to seek justice and resist evil, to 
live with respect in creation, and to proclaim Jesus, crucified and risen, our advocate and our hope.  
 
 
Rev. Lee Spice 

 
I was born and raised in Whitehorse, Yukon. I am biracial, of 
Tlingit and European-Canadian parents, and was raised in a non
-segregated community.  
 
Although I was baptized into the United Church, as a teenager I 
found my way into the fold of a welcoming Baptist (populated 
with Mennonite Brethren) church.  My faith was formed in the 
arms of a community that loved Jesus and loved to sing.  
 
I suppose, if I’m honest, I’ve had a hankering to share the Good 
News for my whole life. Unfortunately, my faith tradition of choice 
did not have the option of a professional clergy life for me, so I 
forged a career in Education – doing a B.Sc. and a B.Ed. 
followed by an M.Ed. in Adult Education. I taught Grades 4 and 5 
at Ermineskin Elementary, Maskwacis (then it was Hobbema), 
did a little supply teaching in High Level, and then did some work 
in Adult Education when we moved to Claresholm. 

 

 

RETIREES 
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In the meantime, I met and married my soulmate, Ron, and we have raised three children together. 
Ron has been a stalwart supporter of my path through ministry through all of the twists and turns, 
and was the first to suggest that we attend a United Church together. Robertson-Wesley, in 
Edmonton, was where we took our first United Church baby steps as a couple – getting involved with 
the programs, bell choir and Bissell Centre, and later getting married and baptizing our first baby.  
 
Years later, I sat in the pews of Claresholm United Church with Ron at my side, two little kids beside 
us, and one in my belly. Rev. Norm Radway was preaching about the call to Isaiah, and when Isaiah 
said, “I will go – send me!” I felt the blood drain out of my face. I think my paraphrased response was, 
“Oh no, you’ve got to be kidding.” 
 
Turns out that God wasn’t kidding.  I was already well-involved in lay leadership in Claresholm, 
including being the Superintendent of the Sunday School and conducting the handbell choir. I began 
to dabble in theology courses from St. Stephen’s.  I answered an ad in the paper and did one unit of 
CPE at (then) Lethbridge Regional Hospital. One day, I read an article in the Observer about a route 
to ordination that was field based (all of the required M.Div. coursework, spread out over five years of 
paid accountable ministry), and the next thing I knew I was in the In-Community Program for 
Ordination. The rest, as they say, is history. It seems that I have been offered a series of open doors, 
and my path to discipleship has always been to take the chance and walk through them. 
 
Along the way, there have been many signposts.  Here’s one: Years before entering a stream for 
ministry, I attended a workshop at PCTC (Prairie Christian Training Centre, later Calling Lakes 
Centre) called “Spirit Seekers.” It was a delightful few days of spiritual practice and dialogue. On the 
last day, the ordered ministry folk presided over a communion. Because the communion elements 
were on a coffee table, the presider had to drop to their knees to break the bread and pour the cup. 
The image of an ordained minister, on their knees to break bread and serve their people, has been a 
touchstone for me, ever since. It seemed appropriate that our ICPO circles happened in that same 
venue, and years later I was reunited with a Bible that I had left on its shelves in that first Spirit 
Seekers’ gathering. 
 
It has been quite a journey, and as I enter a new phase of living my faith, I am profoundly grateful to 
the faithful who have accompanied me along the way. I offer my undying thanks to those who helped 
me discern my call in Claresholm and Stavely, and to those who worked with me as a candidate in 
Claresholm/Stavely, Vulcan, Champion and Carmangay. I owe my gratitude to the people of 
Arrowwood, with whom I spent 5 ½ years, and the folks of Scarboro United Church, where I 
sojourned for 8 ½ years, and I offer appreciation to my colleagues throughout the United Church of 
Canada, and in Chinook Winds Region, where I am Pastoral Relations Minister. 
 
Friends, your companionship has been invaluable, and your faithfulness continues to be my 
inspiration. May you have the courage and faith, as people and as the church, to walk through the 
doors that The Holy One has opened.  

 
Submitted respectfully, and with much love, 
Lee. 
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Eva Stanley   
 
In my early teens, in a conversation with 
my minister at St. Andrews United 
Church, Moose Jaw, SK, I remarked, “I 
want to be a minister”.  To which he 
replied, “Go be a teacher”. Later I told 
my mother the same thing to which she 
said “Don’t be stupid, they don’t ordain 
women”.  I learned two things, I wasn’t 
wanted by the church and I was stupid. 
For those who know their church history, 
it was very much a hidden fact, even at 
our church,  Lydia Gruchy was ordained 
in 1936.  
 
So, I married, moved to New Zealand, 
had two children, came back to Canada, divorced, remarried and every decade the call would 
emerge. I ignored it, until I was 50 and in an incredible moment accepted my call, oddly enough a 
year to the day my mother died.  
 
The year of discernment was a gift, meeting with the faithful discernment committee and I became a 
member of Presbytery.  With the support of the discernment committee, I wrestled with many 
questions. Rev Harry Taylor sent me out to speak with a Diaconal Student, Ordained minister, and 
finally with Dr Pastor George Takashima, before making the decision that would change my life.  
 
Finally, with the help of George, I knew that Designated Lay Ministry made the best sense.  Even 
though I had attended Athabasca University I didn’t have enough credits to take the short program, I 
was now 51 and 7 years of university meant (if I retired at 65) I’d only have 8 years to serve the 
church. The church that would invest in my education – it seemed a justice issue to make more of 
the time left in service than appeasing my ego through ordination.  
 
Serving Pastoral Charges in Fernie (4 years), Maple Creek (6yrs), Prairie Spirit (3yrs) and Southern 
Alberta Japanese United Church (3yr) has been a gift. To accompany, walk beside communities in 
their celebrations, decisions, and the opportunity to love them was an incredible honour. I took every 
opportunity to attend educational events in all three provinces, in Montreal and even once in Texas! 
This led me to share what I learned from the pulpit.  It was a deep privilege to work for the church 
through 3 Presbyteries in various committees, to accompany student ministers and congregations in 
their faithfulness; to be asked to work for the church sitting on the BC Conference Interview Board, 
Saskatchewan Conference Board, to lead worship for the annual Conference meeting, and 
surprisingly being asked to run for Saskatchewan Conference President (which I respectfully 
declined).  
 
My favourite, absolutely favourite service for the church transpired through Calling Lakes Centre. To 
be invited to be part of the leadership for their 2 year Licensed Lay Worship Leaders course, to 
watch the students grow and blossom, many moving into ministry.  I loved the opportunity. Then to 
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be invited to be part of the leadership with the DLM program at Calling Lakes Center and St. 
Andrews Theological College was very much a Holy time. Again, to see growth and to help shape 
ministers for the future was an incredible unfolding service. I am so proud of the students I had a 
share in supporting, my buttons burst when I see what they are doing!   
 
At this time, I have completed Pacific Jubilee’s Spiritual Director program and have been asked to be 
one of four companions for the 2020-22 students.  Once again to accompany, to walk beside in 
service, especially in this time of pandemic and beyond.  
 
Oddly enough, when I look back through the lens of service, my old minister may have been making 
a ‘clergyism’ statement against women in ministry, but I was what he saw, one who loves to educate, 
even if he didn’t see me as one to walk beside, to hold in prayer and love.  What an honourable 
career.  Do I wish I hadn’t listened to him, do I have regrets that I didn’t just accept my call then? 
Well, no, I had the opportunity to live in two countries, raise two children, and in the words of Father 
Richard Rhor, experience is the greatest teacher we overlook in this world.  
 
Thank you to those who encouraged and accompanied me through this time.  Thank you to the 
amazing congregations I grew to love. Thank you to the students who taught me! With much humility 
and gratitude to the Holy who called, or rather pestered and then welcomed me into richness of 
service. And thank you to my mom who would be so delighted for the daughter I have grown up to 
be.  
 
 
Debbie Stockdale, diaconal minister 

I began my ministry as a staff associate coordinating family 
ministry at St. David’s United in Calgary. That was where I 
discerned my calling to diaconal ministry. I studied at the 
Centre for Christian Studies and was commissioned in 
2009. Over the past 26 years, I have been honoured to 
serve with five congregations in various roles. Each 
congregation shared their own special gifts and wisdom 
with me. It has been a rich and varied journey. Each 
individual encounter along the way showed the diversity of 
the Holy presence in each of us and in the world. Whether 
in worship, meetings, the food cupboard, the hospice, the 
care centre or with the children and youth exploring our 
faith, the Spirit danced between us bringing God’s love into 
each encounter.  I offer my deep thanks to the folks of St. 
David’s, Wild Rose and Woodcliff in Calgary, 1st United in 
Kelowna and Stettler United in Stettler. Remembering your 
wisdom and love will always warm my heart. In retiring this 
year, I know that my life will take new directions and reveal 
new challenges and experiences. I look forward what will 
be revealed.  
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Barbara Zimmerman 
 

“A blurb on the formative and illustrative 
parts of my journey,” you say…   First, let me 
be clear:  during my formative years, the idea 
of ministry was outside the realm of possibility 
for me!  But as the youngest in a large family of 
devout Roman Catholics, I was the one who 
liked to go to church, and I was the one with 
thousands of questions, theological and 
ecclesiastical.  So perhaps it was inevitable 
that, some 20 years later, I found myself drawn 
to the church that allowed me to ask and 
explore.  And that – looking back – is 
illustrative of my ministry.  Factually speaking, 
the story is pretty simple.  Spiritually speaking, 
it is rich beyond measure. 

 
 As for formal ministry, I started out, 
plucked from the pews, in 1996 to serve as a Staff Associate at Ponoka United, working with Stewart 
Jackson.  I will never forget the first day I walked into the church in that position.  I heard singing!  
There was no choir practicing, no record playing, not a single living soul in there, but the singing went 
on!  I took it as a sign.   
 

In 1999, I joined the experimental In Community Program for Ordination (ICPO) and spent 5 
memorable years as a student, studying all the usual M Div. courses, but more importantly, 
experiencing the Spirit at work, through many a peaceful moment by the shore of Echo Lake, in the 
classrooms of PCTC, in discussion with my colleagues, and in worship and study both there and 
among the good people of Ponoka United and, later, Gibbons and Coronada.   

 
In 2004, I received my degree and testamur from St. Andrew’s College, and I was settled at 

Knox in Castor and again experienced the Spirit at work within that congregation.  So it is that I spent 
my entire 16½ year career in my settlement charge, watching the church grow (in every way but 
population), and I plan to continue living in this peaceful town into the future. 
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Rev. Arnie Chamberlain — January 2021  

 

As a United Church minister he found incredible fulfillment 

supporting and guiding his congregation, taking missions all over 

Canada, before eventually becoming a Chaplain at Carewest where 

he would comfort and support the residents there. 

 

Arnie had an incredible passion for all of life, but especially loved old 

classic movies, trains, swimming, animals, singing in the Fanning 

and Carewest Royal Park Choirs, and spending time with his family, 

particularly his grandchildren. 

 

He will be most remembered for his joy of life, passion for helping 

people, and his boundless energy. 

Full obit:  

https://mhfh.com/tribute/details/32471/Arnie-CHAMBERLAIN/

obituary.html#content-start 
 

 

 

 

Rev. Harry Colquhoun — October 2020  

 

 

 

Rev. Harry B. Colquhoun was born at Irvine, Ayrshire, Scotland on 
July 20, 1934, he passed away at Stettler, Alberta on October 19, 
2020. 
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Rev. Henry Friesen — September 2020 

 
Henry began his career as a pastor at the Altona 

Mennonite church in Manitoba where he was 

ordained as a minister on June 20th, 1965. 

 

There was one sojourn away from High River for 

a 3-year term at the United Church in Kimberley, 

BC. It was during this time that he completed the 

admission steps for entering clergy in affiliation 

with the United Church (2007). During those 

years, they hosted different family groupings on 

ski trips. Those are precious memories for the 

grandkids. 

 

The Clinical Pastoral Care training and their decade in the Maritimes led Henry to find a new calling 

in grief counselling. Caring for those in the deepest throes of despair and supporting patients, family 

and staff alike was what he loved to do. Because of this experience, he and Vi Sharpe saw a need to 

form the High River Solace Grief Group which has continued to this day. 

 

Henry made an effort to retire three separate times. After returning to High River a second time, 

Henry “semi-retired” took on a series of part-time commissions at nearby churches. He ministered to 

congregations in Strathmore, Arrowwood, Blackie, Cayley, Claresholm, Cochrane, Ft. Macleod, 

Gladys Ridge, Granum, Nanton, Stavey, Turner Valley & Vulcan. 

 

Full Obit: https://www.lylereeves.com/obituaries/Henry-Friesen-2/#!/Obituary 
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Rev. Ormand Lavenne — September 2020  

 

Ormand was ordained by The United Church of Canada in 1960 

and went to serve the Milk River, New Dayton and Coutts 

congregations. Through his friendship with local farmer James 

Horgus, Ormand met the love of his life, Gladys, Jim’s younger 

sister. 

In 1973, the family moved to Banff where Ormand served Rundle 

Memorial United for one year as that congregation transitioned from 

two long-term ministers. In 1974, Ormand accepted a call to 

Richmond United Church in Vancouver’s Lower Mainland. In the 

late 1970s, Ormand chose to explore hospital chaplaincy through 

the Clinical Association of Pastoral Education (CPE). Ormand and 

Gladys moved the family to Coquitlam, British Columbia in 1979, 

where the couple purchased their first house. Ormand enjoyed 

working with patients and staff at acute care hospitals and 

particularly at Riverview Psychiatric Hospital in Coquitlam. 

In 1982, Ormand accepted a call to Esquimalt United Church in 

Victoria where he served until his retirement. Ormand and Gladys 

purchased the house that would be their home for the next 34 

years. Esquimalt Church was, and is, a vibrant and active one. Even before his retirement, the 

congregation planned a big celebration which in Charlie Brown style, they called, “This is Your Life, 

Ormand Lavenne!” 

Full Obit: https://www.dignitymemorial.com/en-ca/obituaries/calgary-ab/ormand-lavenne-9369607 

 

 

Rev. Sherlee McGregor-McCuaig — 

December 2021 

 

It is with great sadness that we inform you that 

Rev. Sherlee McGregor-McCuaig died on 

Sunday, December 12 at Southport Care Centre 

where she had lived the last few years. Sherlee 

served the United Churches at Gladys and 

Blackie. She had previously served in 

congregations in Ontario before moving out to 

Alberta. Many also knew her from serving in the 

former Calgary Presbytery and for her beautiful 

singing voice. Sherlee was a nurse prior to 

becoming a United Church minister. No service 

will take place in Alberta and Sherlee will be 

buried in Ontario. Our prayers go with Sherlee’s son, Jim, and all her loved and knew her. 
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Rev. George Takashima — October 2020  

 
George loved to work.  From 1955 to 1993, George’s career in the 

field of education took him to many communities throughout 

Manitoba, Ontario and Saskatchewan as a teacher, language 

consultant, guidance counsellor, field officer, principal, assistant 

superintendant and superintendant.  Over the years, he also 

served as a member of the Clergy for various churches throughout 

Saskatchewan, Alberta and BC.  When he retired from education 

in 1993, he accepted a position as half-time Pastor at the 

Japanese United Church in Lethbridge, AB until 2006, as well as 

half-time Presbytery Consultant, South AB Presbytery for five of 

those years.  In 2006, he and Peggy moved to Toronto for ten 

months where he served as Interim Executive Minister, Ethnic 

Ministries at General Council Office.  When they returned to 

Lethbridge, George continued to serve as a member of the Clergy 

for a variety of communities throughout Alberta and BC until early 

2020. 

Full Obit: https://www.mbfunerals.com/obituary/George-Takashima 

 

 

Rev. William “Bill” Ronald Toner — March 2021 

 
Bill Toner was an Ordained United Church minister and served 

at McDougall UC, in Calgary Presbytery and Gleichen UC. Bill 

was an enthusiastic member on the DeerPark UC Discernment 

Committee for the now Rev. Justin McNeill. 

Bill also worked in the Calgary Presbytery office. Barb Lough 

wrote: I worked closely with Bill from ‘92 to ‘94 on Landmark, the 

Calgary Presbytery newspaper. Bill was the publisher and I was 

the editor. We had a lovely working arrangement, along with 

John Digney (The Voice of the High Country), and other 

volunteers, and I think we put out a stellar product. Bill was easy 

to work with, appreciated good writing, had a gentle theological 

grounding, great sense of humour, and was one of those rare 

people who was aware of his own talent and worth, but was 

grounded in humble grace. He was quick to praise, and slow to 

suggest unnecessary revisions or changes. He trusted the 

editorial collective, and we trusted him. What brought Bill great joy was singing in a choir: Deerpark 

UC and Westside Singers  
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Rev. Dr. Don Wright — January 2021  

 

Don was ordained a United Church of Canada minister in 1977 and 

served congregations in Alberta, British Columbia, Ontario and 

Saskatchewan. He served as a Regular Force Chaplain in the Canadian 

Forces for sixteen years at CF Bases Gagetown, NB, Edmonton, AB, 

Moose Jaw, SK, Petawawa, ON and Halifax, NS, as well as twelve years 

on the Reserve list. Throughout Don's ministry he was creative and 

innovative and was part of the movement forward within the United 

Church and the Canadian military in recognizing all our differing gifts. He 

passionately learned about personality types in order to bring people 

together across all different forms of human connection. 

 

Full Obit: https://stratfordbeaconherald.remembering.ca/obituary/don-

wright-1081460955 
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Regional Council Executive 

 

Presiding Officer  Vicki McPhee     

Executive Minister  Treena Duncan 

   Joanne Anquist   

   Kevin Dorma   

   Francis Liu   

   Alwin Maben     

   Bill Moore     

   David Pollard 

   Trevor Potter   

   Gloria Snow 

   Deborah Springer   

 

 

 

 

Staff 
 

Treena Duncan Executive Minister tduncan@united-church.ca 6347* 

Lee Spice Pastoral Relations Minister lspice@united-church.ca 6160* 

Christopher Mah Poy Prog. Staff: First Third, Justice chrismahpoy@united-church.ca 6198* 

 and Ministry Network  

Joel Den Haan Property / Community of Faith  jdenhaan@united-church.ca 

Shelley Den Haan Communications/Cluster Support sdenhaan@united-church.ca 6482* 

Geoffrey Simmins  Hospital Ministry gsimmins@united-church.ca 

Mauricio Araujo Assistant: Exec. Minister maraujo@united-church.ca 6345* 

Leanne Templeton Archivist ltempleton@united-church.ca 

John Den Hoed Treasurer joel.denhaan@gmail.com 

Karen Norrie Bookkeeper kcheyanne@yahoo.com 
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Proposals to Chinook Winds Region 

We can imagine different kinds of conversations happening during the business of this Regional Gathering. We 

have three different kinds of proposals; each proposal will receive time for discussion on the floor. 

Educational: If the major intention is to inform the Region about something important, this kind of proposal 

will allow time to present the issue and the significant information needed to be heard. There will be 

time for questions and comments but we will not engage in debate or a vote since there is no necessity 

to make a decision. 

For Conversation: If the major intention is to hear what others have to say about an issue there will be time 

on the floor to pose a question or concern. The microphones will then be opened for conversation 

without the need for a motion to be made. 

For Decision: If the desire is for a decision to be made or action taken on behalf of the Region then this 

kind of proposal begins that process. A clear outcome is named as part of the Proposal. Open 

conversation and debate and, finally, a vote follow. 

As you consider your Proposal, please consider what kind of conversation or outcome you wish to have at the 

Meeting and frame your Proposal accordingly. Please use the template attached to this document to help or 

submit it electronically HERE  

If you are making a Proposal that calls for an action, consider the financial and other costs of implementing that 

Proposal and include those in your proposal.  

 

 

PROPOSALS TO THE CHINOOK WINDS REGION 
2021 

https://form.jotform.com/202376888882069
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The Chinook Winds Region of The United Church of Canada is seeking nominations for its Executive 

which will take office at the rise of the General Meeting May 7—8.  

The Executive will consist of eight (8) to eleven (11) people including the Presiding Officer and the 

Executive Minister, the exact number to be at the discretion of the Nominations Committee. No one 

will be a member by virtue of office in another council, committee, or organization. 

• The term of a member of the executive shall be three years with the ability to renew a term once. 

• The goal would be to have 1/3 of the Executive Council to be elected each year, ensuring 

continuity of wisdom and welcome of new voices. 

• The Chinook Winds Regional Council Executive shall elect a Presiding Officer annually from its 

membership. No one person shall serve more than a three-year term in that office 

• The Presiding Officer shall be responsible to chair the Chinook Winds Regional Council 

Executive meetings, and the General meetings of Chinook Winds Regional Council, and to be an 

Ambassador for the Region, be a member of General Council, and other duties as required.. 

 

 The slate presented to the region will include people who: 

*connect to and listen well to the people of the Region; 

*articulate the perspectives of the Region; 

*consider the well-being of the whole Region; 

*hold “the big picture” front and centre in decision making; 

*have good individual and group judgment and discernment skills; 

*bring skills in church and community governance. 

Further, the slate will reflect the many diversities of the Region as far as possible including: 

*Gender 

*Age 

*Indigenous Identity 

*Urban, Rural, Geography 

*Culture 

*Ordered and Lay 

After carefully considering the Nominations received, an Ad Hoc Nominations Committee will 

create a slate of Candidates to be presented to the gathering for Election  

 

 

CHINOOK WINDS REGION EXECUTIVE NOMINATION 
2021 
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At the discretion of the Presiding Officer corresponding members to particular meetings might be 

invited to ensure needed viewpoints or information needed are present during discernment and 

decision-making. Corresponding members would be named on a meeting-by-meeting basis and 

there will be no permanent or term corresponding members. 

The Executive will meet a minimum of four times a year, at least twice of which will be face-to-face. 

The Executive will be a governance body, focusing on: 

*Ensuring it is well-informed and knowledgeable about the church and society, particularly in a 

context of constant change; 

*Listening well to the people and communities of faith of the Region; 

*Articulating together the vision and desires of the Region; 

*Naming the desired outcomes of the work of the Region; 

 

*Using Policy Governance policies and practices as the operating model; *Monitoring and evaluating 

the work of the Executive Minister against the stated policies to ensure fiduciary responsibilities and 

expected Region outcomes are met; 

*Selecting and appointing an Executive Minister in partnership with other appropriate church 

councils. 

*Directing the Executive Minister through clear policies; 

If you are interested in submitting your nomination or nominating someone else for the Executive of 

Chinook Winds Region please fill in the following nomination form. 

You can submit a nomination HERE. Nomination will be received until 4:30pm MST—May 7h. 

 

 

CHINOOK WINDS REGION EXECUTIVE NOMINATION 
2021 (CONT’D) 

https://form.jotform.com/202407366070246
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1. The Roll of the 3rd General Meeting of Chinook Winds Regional Council shall consist of those 

members of Chinook Winds Regional Council who register prior to 12:00 p.m., Friday May 7, 

2021. Those arriving after that time shall not be included on the Roll. 

2. The Bar of the Council shall be the Zoom™ digital meeting room assigned and shared with 

registered members. 

3. The Business Committee for this General Meeting shall be Mauricio Araujo, Allan Buckingham, 

Treena Duncan (Executive Secretary), David Pollard (Chair), Vicki McPhee (Presiding Officer). 

4. In order to facilitate the formulation of motions and discussion of matters raised in business, the 

President may, at their discretion, suspend the ordinary rules of parliamentary debate and 

engage in a different process. All final decisions of the council shall follow the rules of debate and 

order as summarized in the Appendix of The Manual (2020) or Bourinot’s Rules of Order. 

5. At the discretion of the Presiding Officer, speakers can be limited to two minutes each. 

6. Subject to such changes as the Business Committee might make and announce, the agenda as 

printed shall be the working basis for the order of business.  

7. Proposals directed to the General Meeting must be received by the Business Committee prior to 

9:00 p.m. Friday, May 7, 2021. The Business Committee may recommend editing or clarification 

before the Proposal comes to the floor. Proposals dealing with matters not noted on the agenda 

shall be dealt with in an order as determined by the Business Committee. Like proposals may be 

grouped together at the discretion of the Business Committee. 

8. All unfinished business, including non-General Council proposals, shall be referred to the 

Regional Council Executive. 

9. Voting shall be carried out by members using the Zoom electronic platform where the online 

meeting will be hosted. Only eligible voting members logged into the Zoom platform will receive a 

request to input their vote once a vote has been called by the Presiding Officer. In the case of 

technical issues during voting, the Presiding Officer can choose to accept votes sent in by email 

from voting members when submitted under the same email used during registration. 

10. All motions having significant budget implications for the Region ($2,000 or over) shall be 

considered “in principle only” and, if adopted, be referred to the Region Executive for 

consideration within adopted budgetary constraints. 

11. Corresponding Privileges be granted to Michael Blair, General Secretary. 

 

12. Requests to withdraw from the meeting shall be submitted to, considered, and granted by the 

business Committee. Members leaving before 5pm on Saturday, May 8 without the consent of 

the Business Committee shall not be entitled to have travel expenses paid. 

 

 

BUSINESS COMMITTEE MOTIONS 
2021 
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13. The minutes of the 2nd General Meeting of The Chinook Winds Regional Council held 

September 15 – 17, 2020 over Zoom, be received for information. 

14. The Plenary portions of the Agenda will be recorded within the Zoom™ platform and made 

available on The Chinook Winds Regional Council website. 

15. The Regional Council Executive Minutes are received for information and included as part of the 

Record of Proceedings. (C.3.1.4) 

 

 

 

BUSINESS COMMITTEE MOTIONS 
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1. Motion: 

• The mover states the motion. 

• A seconder is named. 

• The mover has the privilege of speaking at the beginning and end of discussion of their motion. 

 

2. Discussion: 

• Start by identifying yourself (name, community of faith). 

• All discussion should be directed to the Presiding Officer. 

• The correct manner in which to address the Presiding Officer is: “Presiding Officer …” 

• Each person may address the Presiding Officer only once on a motion, except the mover, who 

may speak both first and last. 

• All discussion should be clear and concise and deal only with the motion. 

• The time allowed each speaker may be limited by the Presiding Officer or the Council. 

 

3. Amendments: 

• An amendment is a recommendation to change a motion by: 

i. removing words and replacing them with others, or  

ii. adding or deleting words. 

• An amendment cannot simply negate the motion. 

 

4. Amendment to The Amendment: 

• A motion to change the amendment. 

• Follows the same procedures as a motion when being considered and voted upon. 

 

5. Voting Priority: 

• Amendments (including Amendments to the Amendment) must be voted upon before the original 

motion. 

• Voting shall be carried out by members using the Zoom electronic platform where the online 

meeting will be hosted. Only eligible voting members logged into the Zoom platform will receive a 

request to input their vote once a vote has been called by the Presiding Officer. In the case of 

technical issues during voting, the Presiding Officer can choose to accept votes sent in by email 

from voting members when submitted under the same email used during registration. 

• All those with voting privileges are expected to indicate their vote in favour of or opposed to a 

motion. Abstentions are not requested nor recorded in the minutes unless requested for conflict 

of interest reasons. 

• Those who voted in opposition to a motion may request that their names be recorded in the 

minutes. 

• If there is a tie, the Presiding Officer will cast the deciding vote. 

 

 

GUIDELINE FOR BUSINESS PROCEDURES 
2021 
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6. Point of Order: 

• A point of order can be made by anyone at any time if the rules of the Council have been or 

appear to have been broken. It is helpful to check with the Business Committee to confirm a Point 

of Order. 

 

7. Point of Privilege: 

• A person may rise at any time during business proceedings to state a personal concern or a 

concern relating to the whole community but only if that concern jeopardizes the good functioning 

of the Council. 

 

8. Business Committee: 

• To sort and clarify issues when things get bogged down in procedure wrangles or wording 

problems. 

• To deal with changes to agenda during the General Meeting. 

 

9. Proposals 

• See the explanation on Proposals on the next page. 

 

10. Other: 

• Other Rules of Order are contained in the Appendix in the Manual and further clarified in 

Bourinot’s Rules of Order. In general, the conduct of   business is at the discretion of the 

Presiding Officer. The Presiding Officer may seek the advice of the Regional Executive Minister 

or  the Business Committee. 
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Respectfully Submitted: by  John Den Hoed, FCPA, FCMA, Treasurer for the Chinook Winds Region. 
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Respectfully Submitted: Joel Den Haan 

 

Chinook Winds Region worked creatively with available grant funding in 2021, to provide resources 

to some key areas of the Region's mission.  Notable are extensive funding for Affirming Ministries, 

and for both Campus and Youth/Young Adult ministry across our Region.  This is in addition 

to  support for local congregational initiatives that took shape despite the uncertainties of COVID-

19.  We should also note that creative approaches to other funding resources beyond those indicated 

in the chart allowed us to offer greater support to Indigenous Ministries in the Region this year.   

 

We are thankful for the generosity of donors to Mission and Service, as well as for the continued 

commitment of Region participants to mission and outreach together. 

 

 

MISSION GRANTS 
2021 
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Respectfully Submitted: Vicki Nelson, Stewardship Animator for Pacific Mountain, Chinook Winds, Northern 

Spirit, Living Skies and Prairie to Pine Regions Philanthropy Unit, General Council Office  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Greetings,  
 
My name is Vicki Nelson and I am the new 
Stewardship Animator serving Chinook Winds 
Regional Council. I live in Regina Saskatchewan, 
and am looking forward to the opportunity to get 
to know the people and communities in Chinook 
Winds.  
 
My role is to provide resources and support to 
individuals, communities of faith, and other 
ministries in the areas of stewardship, 
congregational giving, Mission & Service, and the 
work of the United Church Foundation. If you 
have ideas, questions or inspiration to share, 
please get in contact with me.  
 
One way we may connect is through an online learning program, Called to be the Church: The 
Journey. These trainings are designed for congregational leaders, working as a team, to learn and 
develop a stewardship plan to help increase giving and deepen connections within your community 
of faith. Cohorts are currently being assembled for Module 1: Stewardship Best Practices. After 4 
weekly gatherings, participants will have developed a custom stewardship plan for their community of 
faith. Following that we will work together to realize this plan, inviting more people to make generous 
use of the gifts God has given and expressing gratitude for shared abundance. If this type of training 
would be valuable in your faith community, please reach out and we will find a time that works for 
you.  
 
Speaking of gratitude for shared abundance, the Mission & Service Fund is our Church’s most 
powerful vehicle for helping to save and transform lives, inspire meaning and purpose, and build a 
better world. Together we can do more than we can do alone. In 2020, Mission & Service funding 
supported life changing and life saving work in Chinook Winds Region. From The Recovery Ministry 
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in Calgary, to The Community Kitchen in Lethbridge, the vulnerable are being cared for and their 
worth celebrated. Your Mission & Service also supported a number of diverse ministries focused on 
children and youth—Kasota East Camp, Messy Church at Knox in Consort, and campus ministries in 
Calgary, Lethbridge and Medicine Hat, plus others, had programs generously funded. Your 
donations to Mission & Service are changing the lives of your neighbours—both here in Chinook 
Winds, and around the globe. Thank you for your gifts. 
  
Sharing stories about Mission & Service is an effective way to hold up and celebrate this amazing 

work, and to encourage generosity in your community of faith. The pandemic has changed many 

things, including the way Minutes for Mission are distributed and told, however they certainly have 

not gone away. New stories are frequently posted. For those who utilize videos in worship, there are 

also videos that tell personal stories of the life changing work of Mission & Service. If you want to 

bring more  

Mission & Service inspiration into your community of faith, and would like help finding resources, 
please let me know.  
 
Finally, I want to thank you all. It has been a hard year, with lots of uncertainty, but you have 
persisted. You have found meaningful ways to be a person of faith during a dark time, and are still 
generously giving of yourself to provide leadership to this Regional Council. It is amazing. Thank you.  
 
In gratitude,  

Vicki Nelson * VNelson@united-church.ca * 1-800-268-3781 ext. 2045  
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Respectfully Submitted: Pam Rocker, Director of Affirming Connections 

 

ABOUT US: 
Started in March of 2019, Affirming Connections was created to reach out and work 
alongside LGBTQ2S+ individuals and allies, to strengthen and amplify the voices of 
inclusive faith communities and those who seek to become affirming, and to be a public 
voice of Affirming theology. We do this through helping to promote Affirming events, 
one-on-one resourcing of LGBTQ2S+ people and their loved ones, supporting churches in 
their Affirming journeys, fostering partnerships between churches and community 
organizations, attending and presenting at public events, and national work such as 
co-founding National Affirming/PIE Day with Affirm United/S’affirmer Ensemble, National 
Fruitcake Day (Queering In The New Year), and founding Affirming Leaders Day. We work 
within but also beyond church walls to bring faithful Affirming values into the public square and to 
disrupt the notion that religion must be discriminatory. 
 
Affirming Connections is an initiative under the St. Andrews Regional Ministries umbrella. 
In 2020 Affirming Connections received special project support from Chinook Winds 
Region, and combined with the expansive vision of St. Andrews Regional Ministries, has 
been able to provide some resources beyond the borders of Calgary into more of Southern 
Alberta. In 2021 we were thrilled to receive an expansion grant from Chinook Winds as well as a 
renewed contract with St. Andrews Regional Ministries! This enables us to work 
beyond the Calgary area with more intentionality and resources around Southern Alberta! 
 
2020/2021 PROJECTS 
(Click here for photo collage to see our work in pictures!) 
 
CONVERSION THERAPY BANS 
2020 started with a concerted effort to mobilize Affirming ministries and leaders to voice 
their support for a ban on conversion therapy (also known as “SOGICE”, Sexual Orientation 
and Gender Identity Change Efforts) in Calgary. This particular legislation was poised to 
make history, as the wording for Calgary’s proposed bylaw is one of the strongest in North 
America, and stronger than the current wording for the proposed federal legislation to 
criminalize conversion therapy (Bill C6). Due to its potential to set a precedent, this civic 
bylaw received special attention from both proponents and opponents. 
 
We heard from a highly organized group of conversion therapy providers and supporters, 
who oppose these kinds of bylaws across the country. Thankfully, we also heard from courageous 
survivors, allies, supporters, lawyers, and faith leaders in support of the bylaw. The bylaw got passed 
through this stage, then we made HISTORY! The City of Calgary voted 14:1 to pass the Business 
Prohibition Bylaw to ban conversion therapy - with no changes and no amendments! This was a win 
for Human Rights and a big step forward for all of us! 
 
National Affirming/PIE Day 
2021 saw the third celebration of National Affirming/PIE Day! 
Public+Intentional+Explicit= PIE. These are our standards and guideposts for the full 
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inclusion and celebration of LGBTQIA+ and Two Spirit people. Co-founded by Affirm 
United/S’affirmer Ensemble and Affirming Connections this nationwide event invites all 
ministries to serve up some pie and roll out the PIE in their ministries and communities! It 
happens every year on March 14...3.14 = pi = PIE Day, get it?! 
 
We’ve created resources, marketing materials, event ideas, and produced PIE Videos that 
showcase true stories of how the concepts of Public, Intentional, and Explicit welcome has 
transformed ministries and their impact on the surrounding community. 
 
Affirming Leaders Day 
May 2020 was our 2nd Annual Affirming Leaders Day: a faith-based development & 
connection day for allied and LGBTQ2S+ folks. We co-planned and hosted this event with 
the Northern Spirit Region. We hosted almost 100 attendees from across Canada! 
 
Our guest presenters were: David Hayward (the cartoonist NakedPastor), Shylo 
Rosborough, Singer-Songwriter Kate Reid and Rev. Dr. Mark Chiang. 
 
This year we are pleased to be presenting Keynote speaker Rev. James Lawson Jr. who was 
instrumental in shaping America’s Nonviolent Civil Rights Movement. According to 
Representative John Lewis (D-GA), Rev. Lawson was “the architect of the non-violent civil 
rights movement.” 
 
We will also be featuring a Live performance from Semler, a queer singer/songwriter who 
recently hit #1 on the Christian Music charts on iTunes with their smash hit EP, Preacher’s 
Kid. We also get to hear from Anthony Oliveira, PhD, Author, Film Programmer, Pop 
Culture Critic. Anthony is a recurring contributor to Marvel Comics, his work for which has 
won the GLAAD Media Award for Outstanding Comic Book and is the weekly host of The 
Devil’s Party, a podcast exploring the classics of Christian literature (including John Milton's poetry 
and the Gospels) through a queer scholarly lens. 
 
We look forward to continuing this annual event and see it as a critical piece of honouring 
affirming people and ministries by investing in accessible, affordable, and quality 
development opportunities. 
 
Two Spirit Welcoming Circle 
Last June, Chinook Winds Region, Affirming Connections, and Hillhurst United Church 
co-hosted an event with Two Spirit people from the Treaty 7 area to share in the stories and reflect 
upon our call to action in support of Two Spirit and Trans Indigenous people. 
 
Recognizing that Two Spirit people are often underrepresented and misrepresented, it is 
important to co-create space for our Indigenous Two Spirit family to share and reflect upon 
the challenges they have faced on Turtle Island. We look forward to more intentionally 
supporting Two Spirit people and initiatives in Southern Alberta and working with 
Indigenous Lead of Chinook Winds Region, Tony Snow. 
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RAAAR! (Radical Activists and Artists Against Racism): a Variety Show 
In July, in participation with LGBTQ2S+ and BIPOC artists, we were so proud to present and 
host a live Zoom concert in support of organizations doing explicitly anti-racist work. With 
artists from Canada and the US, we raised funds that went directly to Raven Trust (Canada), NAACP 
(US) and The Black Legal Action Centre (Canada.) 
 
COMING OUT IN FAITH MONOLOGUES 
Affirming Connections was proud to once again co-present the Coming Out In Faith 
Monologues as part of a special event with Calgary Queer Arts Society. 
 
In August 2020 online, a special group of folks shared their true stories on how faith or 
religion has connected or collided with their journey. This event really matters to the 
community, because queer/faith intersections are common but often underrepresented. We are 
called to give a platform to hear courageous stories reconciling faith with sexuality, 
gender identity, or any other queer expression. 
 
CITYWIDE PRIDE SERVICE 
Our 2nd Annual Citywide Pride Service took place on Calgary’s Pride Sunday, September 6. 
This online interfaith service was brought together from various religions and over 20 
Affirming faith communities, with music, candle lighting, queer hymns, and more! Our 
fantastic guest speaker was The Rev. Dr. Megan Rohrer, the first openly transgender pastor 
ordained in the Lutheran church. Megan is a fantastic preacher, activist, and author based 
out of San Francisco, and recently appeared on Season 5 of QUEER EYE, Episode One! (No 
big deal!) 
 

This yearly event has become even more pivotal in the bringing together of our shared 
communities and highlights the many religious voices and ministries who live out radical 
inclusion. 
 
What The Hell? Video 
With funding support from Chinook Winds Region, Affirming Connections produced a 20 
minute docu-style video that explores the concepts of hell. 
 
What is hell? What have we been taught about it, and how has it been used to enforce 
certain ways of thinking and acting? Millions of people believe in some sort of hell in the 
afterlife. It can be terrifying to wonder who may end up there, whether it's ourselves or 
someone we love. 
 
But what the hell is it all about? Why is hell often used to shame LGBTQ2S+ folks and others who 
may not fit into a prescribed norm? Is Christianity obsessed with trying to judge who is in and who is 
out? 
 
We interviewed 19 people from across Canada and asked them these questions. What do 
these clergy members, faith leaders, community leaders, queer folks, and allies believe 
about hell? We found some very thought-provoking, poignant, funny, and life-giving 
answers! 
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We created this film as a resource for anyone to watch and reflect on these issues. We have 
also created a discussion guide that can be used to facilitate conversations and dive into the 
theological aspects of ideas and misconceptions around hell. 
 
THANK YOU 
We have a photo collage if you would like to see some of our work in picture form - 
just click here! We look forward to continuing to nurture queer and allied folks to deepen 
their Affirming journies, and to learn how to walk this path better every day. 
 
I am ever thankful for the faithful witness of so many UCC leaders who continue to live out 
their values of radical inclusion especially when it would be very tempting to be focused on 
ourselves. My work and our work is never over, yet we continue this journey together 
reminding each other that, as our creed says, God is with us. We are not alone. 
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Respectfully Submitted: Tracy Robertson, Affirming Working Group  

 

My name is Tracy Robertson and I’m in Team Ministry at St. Thomas United Church in NW Calgary. I 

am also the chair of the Chinook Winds Affirming Working Group and together with the following very 

fine people, we’ve been working diligently to lead the Region through the Affirming Process. Chris 

Mah-Poy is our Regional Staff support person, and the other members of the working group are Pam 

Rocker from Affirming Connections, Gloria Snow, Bill Moore, Darren Liepold, Lawrence Hrycan, 

Evangeline Robertson, and Keith Murray. I can truly report that the Region has been on a 

transformative learning journey and we’re so glad many of you have actively joined us on this trip.  

Our last annual gathering was in September, 2020, where we voted in favour of embarking upon the 

Affirming Process for the Region. It’s important to remember that this process is for the work of the 

Region only and that individual congregations and faith communities are still invited to discern their 

own path surrounding if and when they embark on an Affirming process. Whether your faith 

community is interested in becoming Affirming or not, we still want all your voices to be heard during 

this Regional Affirming Process because it does affect us all. The Affirming Working Group began 

our work in October of 2020 and have been very busy offering many different ways for you to engage 

in this process. We were asked whether we felt the Region might be ready to vote on becoming an 

Affirming Ministry at this year’s gathering, our team decided to take some more time for more 

engagement opportunities and do some intentional work connecting with the Indigenous ministries in 

our Region. We are aiming for the vote to happen at our 2022 Regional Gathering. 

First and foremost, our experiences as a Working Group have yielded so much fruit and all of us feel 

as though transformation has taken place this last year which is exactly what many participants have 

shared with us as well. We have offered so many opportunities for engagement and the learning and 

growing has been phenomenal. Feedback from participants has been positive and attendance has 

been outstanding. We have felt the Spirit working through us and the conversations that have taken 

place have been meaningful and very deep. We have experienced a year of vulnerability and in that 

place is room for Jesus’ teachings to seep even deeper and there can be no other outcome than the 

transformative power of Creator to do their work. And what work they’ve done through us! 

So far, we have engaged in consultations with various people and groups including Affirming 

Connections, offered an Affirm Refresh Town Hall, the Queer Virtue book study, and a couple of 

events dedicated to the theology and biblical pieces around being Affirming; one hosted by Austen 

Hartke and the other by the Very Rev. Dr. Gary Paterson. All events have been very well attended 

and we were thrilled to have many of them offered jointly with Pacific Mountain Region who are going 

through the Affirming Process as well.  

Pam from the Working Group was able to host a fantastic Affirm Refresher at the Town Hall on 
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January 27th. There were a number of polls conducted which gave our group a good idea on how to 

focus our efforts. Out of 47 respondents, 10 indicated “my congregation is not interested” in 

becoming Affirming, 10 are not in process but interested, 10 respondents said their faith communities 

are in process, 12 are Affirming and going strong, and 5 are Affirming and needing a refresh. Specific 

items the Working Group made sure were addressed in the months following include seeking 

engagement from as many people who are interested with little or no extra work from Clergy who are 

already stretched thin, engagement from all ages, if possible, and to include a theological study on 

biblical passages historically mis-interpreted as anti-Affirming. 

 

The major engagement we’ve undertaken is the collaborative Lent book study on Queer Virtue by 

Rev. Liz Edman with Chinook Winds and Pacific Mountain Regions. Seven sessions all together, 5 of 

those are led by members of each Region’s working group, bookended by live events with Rev. 

Edman. Over 200 are registered with an average of 90 at each of the session and over 100 at those 

with Rev. Liz in attendance and some churches are offering their own sessions based on the book 

and book study. Overall, we’ve had positive feedback to the series noting that the format consistency 

allows people to relax because they know what’s coming up and the various ways for people to 

interact (break-out rooms, chat box, large group conversation) has been helpful for various learning 

styles. It’s been a great opportunity for the two Regions to interact and to see such excitement and 

strong dedication and appreciation of Affirming conversations. We have been fortunate to have a 

diversity of people engaged from those involved in a church to those non-church folks, Queer to 

allies, questioning to confident, comfortable to just starting out. Many have said the reading and 

conversations have been transformative for them. 

 

Rev. Liz has been instrumental in working with several youth leaders in organizing a Queer Virtue 

Youth and Young Adult Night one Friday night in Lent and she shared her concepts behind Queer 

Virtue, why she wrote it, and why it’s relevant to all of us and our communities. It was another well 

attended event with over 40 youth and young adults in attendance and many of the youth leaders 

continued on zoom calls after the event to debrief with their youth.  

 

Finally, Chinook Winds continues to collaborate with Pacific Mountain and we are working with their 

First Third Ministry team in sharing ideas for a publication/guide outlining five sessions based on the 

five themes/topics of the Queer Virtue book, geared towards 7-11 year-olds. Eight diverse people are 

involved, four from each Region. The guide is scheduled to be available later this spring/early 

summer. 

 

Finally, we hosted two events dedicated to Theology and biblical passages around Affirming and 

both turned out to be joint events between CWR and PMR. The first was with presenter Austen 
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Hartke, author of “Transforming: The Bible and the Lives of Transgender Christians”. Some of you 

might remember Austen from an Affirming Connections Leaders Event a couple of years ago. Austen 

is a graduate of Luther Seminary’s Master of Arts program in Old Testament/Hebrew Bible Studies, 

and is the winner of the 2014 John Milton Prize in Old Testament Writing from the same institution.  

He offered a 90 minute presentation on the scripture passages often referred to as the clobber 

passages and how they have been mis-interpreted. Many people have stated their appreciation of 

sharing his slides and the video for congregational study in the future. It was a fantastic event and 

very well attended at close to 100 people. And as a follow-up to that, we hosted a special Q&A Town 

Hall with former moderator The Very Rev. Dr. Gary Paterson. Folks were encouraged to join Gary for 

theological reflections, rooted contextually and in story, on what it means to be Affirming, working 

through the “Wesleyan Quadrilateral” of Scripture, Tradition, Reason and Experience. As our 

Regions explore more about what it might mean to be 'Affirming', Gary invited us to come and 

explore in story and in faithful reflection alongside him as he has walked the Affirming journey in an 

intimate way for many decades. 

 

Some of the things we would still like to explore are how the Region can better engage with the 

Indigenous communities through Affirming Working Group member, Gloria Snow. We had the 

opportunity to meet with four other Regions in Canada to share our perspectives on going through or 

becoming an Affirming Region; what struggles and learnings have been experienced, sharing ideas 

on how to make sure people know our Region is Affirming, what might be some tools of continued 

engagement, and to spend some time discussing policies and where we need to consider changes. It 

was a wonderful time of sharing and feeling comforted that we are all going through similar 

challenges and experiencing times of celebration. The group thought it would be beneficial to 

continue to meet. 

 

One goal this next year is to get to work writing a Chinook Winds Region Affirming Statement and 

engage people in policy writing, perhaps in consultation with other Regions who have already 

become Affirming. Pacific Mountain Region has invited anyone interested in policy writing to join their 

policy team for the sharing of ideas and strategies going forward. That will include policies that 

simply need updating as well as new policies that need to be created. One situation has come up in 

our working together these past few months - that consideration must be given to what might be the 

Region’s responsibility in responding to, then mediating, disputes relating to Affirming issues at the 

congregational level. We have heard from people needing support beyond their congregation. Of 

course, Affirming concerns should be raised with M&P first, and, if declared not safe, then with the 

CWR Pastoral Relations Group. Any guidelines and resources need to be included in M&P material 

going forward. Another consideration will be to include a policy around safe space and ensuring safe 

space with all planning of events in partnership with other organizations. While this Affirming Process 
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has included several ecumenical interactions including the leadership we’ve sought out in Rev. Liz 

Edman - an Episcopal Priest, Austen Hartke – Evangelical Lutheran Church of America, and the 

relationship the First Third Ministry has with our Anglican siblings, there was a concern whether 

Chinook Winds becoming an Affirming region would have an impact on existing and future 

partnerships with the Catholic Church or the Mosques in the city and the answer we’ve received is 

no, not at all. Overall, in regards to policy and how people actually experience the impact and 

efficacy of those policies, we want to have an answer for questions like these - how would one know 

they are in an Affirming Region if no one told them? How would it impact the life and work of the 

Regional Council, Regional Events, Regional Staff, and Regional Committee work? One thing we 

have on the books to look at is an anonymous survey to queer folks in the Region to ask them what 

they would want to see in an Affirming Region.  

 

Lastly, communication with the Regional Reps of all communities of faith will continue and the hope 

is that all communities will be represented to support the Region in this process, particularly those 

from Affirming Congregations. If the Region does become Affirming in 2022, the Working Group will 

have recommendations on how to continue having an Affirming Working Group of some kind going 

forward who will consider conversations / dialogue / engagement / Affirming Commitment going 

forward. 

 

On behalf of the Chinook Winds Affirming Working Group, I want to thank you all for your dedication 

to this process, your engagement in the conversations, and your willingness to be on this important 

journey together. The working group will continue to do our work knowing that the next year will bring 

even more opportunity for engagement. We are really looking forward to the Indigenous ministries 

becoming involved and perhaps have a few more people join our working group. 
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Respectfully Submitted: Mary Shearer, Ralph Connor Memorial United Church, Canmore 

 

The Being Good Relations Network/Circle (BGRNC) across Chinook Winds and Northern Spirit 

Regions continues to evolve. A Circle of Leadership of 15 people continues to meet to discern the 

next steps.  Membership in the Network is open to anyone interested in learning, sharing 

experiences, advocating, or posting information related to  Indigenous news or events, our shared 

history, and working on Reconciliation in these two regions. 

If you wish to join this Network or need more information contact MaryShearer   

shearermaryo4@gmail.com. You can visit BGRNC public (https://www.facebook.com/Being-Good-

Relations-Circle-Chinook-Winds-and-Northern-Spirit-Regions-159503007982883/ ) and join their 

private (https://www.facebook.com/groups/165687250695166 ) Facebook Pages - Being Good 

Relations Circle. 

 

During 2020, COVID-19 interrupted plans for any in-person gatherings but through Zoom, work 

continued.  The Circle met via Zoom several times in the past year. Webinars and learning sessions 

were publicized related to Bill C-15 and UNDRIP, Indigenous History Month and  Advent, and Lenten 

series. The Remembering the Children Society hosted a webinar “Perspective on K-12 Education for 

Reconciliation”.  The Remembering the Children Society (President, Arthur Steinhauer, Saddle Lake) 

has also been moving ahead with consultation engagement regarding the future of the Red Deer 

Indian Industrial School cemetery site as a designated provincial historic resource.  A meeting with 

Minister Aheer on April 19. is upcoming.  Rebuilding  

McDougall Memorial United Church continues.  An article in the January 2021 issue of Broadview 

about this project lacked in-depth  research. 

 

Northern Spirit members of the Network have formed three clusters in their Region, each with a 

different facilitator.  During December a team of volunteers from 8 faith communities in the Bow 

Valley and Calgary teamed up with Gloria Snow, Trudy Wesley, Glenda Crawler and Tony Snow to 

raise $10,000 dollars. The money was used for food and small gifts for children. Gift certificates and 

prayer shawls were distributed to reserves and urban Indigenous across Chinook Winds region 

before Christmas. 

 

KAIROS Prairies North Regional chapter is being revitalized, and anyone interested in working on 

ecumenical, Indigenous, ecological, or migrant justice issues can contact Shannon Neufeldt 

sneufeldt@kairoscanada.org. The United Church is a founding member of KAIROS. 

 

Members appreciate support from staff: Northern Spirit Julie Graham, Chinook Winds Tony Snow 

and Chris May Poy. Some of the work Tony has done in 2020 has been shared by many in Canada.  

Chinook Winds  region celebrated the ordination of Rev. John Snow Jr. from the Stoney Nakoda 

Nation.  John is now the Indigenous Ministerial Lead for Pacific Mountain Region.  

Rev. Murray Pruden  from Saddle Lake and Goodfish Lake was ordained in 2020.  Murray is the 

Executive Minister for Indigenous Ministries and Justice of the UC.  There are other Indigenous 

students in our region who are studying for ministry.  
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BAR HARBOUR CAMP 
Respectfully Submitted: Helen Reed, Chair 

 

In lieu of an Annual report we offer you this recap of 

the 2020 season and information for 2021. 

 

We did not run programs or rentals in 2020. As with 

everything else in the world information changed so 

frequently that we could not make commitments to 

staff, families or renters and be assured that we could 

keep them.  

 

We accessed Government funding where we could, took advantage of some work grants and got 

some catching up done, perhaps not as much as we had hoped but better than we could have been.  

  

The 2020 season was so quiet and lonely without our campers and renters and we were looking 

forward to seeing everyone again this year.  

 

As you are aware COVID-19 is not done with us yet. The restrictions on groups and gatherings have 

not been lifted enough to allow us to safely invite people to join us on site. For summer camp, we 

would struggle to play our favourite games even for day camps. As we entered 2021, we recognized 

that we did not know when vaccinations would be enough to change things.  Because of this, we 

found ourselves in the position of not being able to make promises of camps, jobs, access and so, 

once again, camp rests.  

 

In November of 2020, the Bar Harbour Board met and with much discussion and deliberation 

decided not to plan for a camping season in 2021. If opportunities present themselves and we are 

able to offer camping experiences and/or rentals in 2021, we will do so with the health and safety of 

all participants in mind.   

 

Our Annual General Meeting happened at the beginning of February. We are hoping to offer 

individual camp site opportunities for families to use, and to do some more facility maintenance and 

improvements in preparation for a return to camp life.  

 

Your continued support is welcome.  

You can donate funds to the camp. Mail cheques to the address above.   

You can purchase water bottles at $10 each (available by pick up only at Stettler United Church or 

Camrose United Church) 

Please remember us. There are so many stories, from many generations, of the connections made 

through camp: experiences of friendships forged, welcome and inclusion lived, safety known and 

faith explored through a community that works to be it’s very best. 
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Follow us on Facebook and on our Website and we will continue to share plans with you as they 

unfold. From the Board of Bar Harbour Camp.    

 

  

  

 Bar Harbour Camp 

 Box 1645, Stettler, Alberta, T0C 2L0 

 
 Email:  info@barharbourcamp.com 

 Website:  www.barharbourcamp.com 

 Facebook:  Bar Harbour Camp 

 Phones: 403-742-4887 (Seasonal on-site) 

         403-664-9266 (Secretary) 

 

 

 

CANYON CHURCH CAMP 
Respectfully Submitted: Christina Whittmire, Canyon Church 

Camp 

 

Canyon Church Camp was devastated by the Kenow 

Wildfire which swept through Waterton Lakes National Park 

in September of 2017. We lost over half of our camp and 

have been working tirelessly ever since to get back up and 

running. At this time we are negotiating the new terms of our 

license of occupation with Parks Canada and are hoping to 

have full access to the camp this summer. We have a lot of 

work ahead of us, which includes fixing up our existing 

buildings, restoring our water, sewer, and gas lines, as well 

as replacing the buildings that we lost. We would like to 

thank our United Church family for all of the prayers and 

support as we move forward in this ministry. We are 

accepting donations to pay for the construction and are 

looking for volunteers to help with fundraising, grant writing, 

construction and project management. Please consider 

helping us out. If you have any questions you can contact 

the chair of the board, Christina Whittmire, at campcanyon@gmail.com or 403-328-9944. We can’t 

imagine a world without Canyon Church Camp in it. Help us preserve this piece of United Church 

camping history. 
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KASOTA EAST CAMP 
Respectfully Submitted: Sheri Hanson, Chair, Red Deer 

Presbytery Camp Society 

 

Mission: to model a Christian lifestyle in an outdoor 

setting within a community that 

promotes outreach, spiritual awareness, personal growth, 

and harmonious living. 
 

2019-2020 was an unprecedented year for all of us, and 

for Kasota East Camp (KEC) it was quiet. Painfully so. At Camp. The rhythm of seeking information, 

preparing for decisions and being involved in conversations with the broader summer camps 

community and broader Church was not quiet. Dizzying really, for the Board and Management Team. 

 

The Board accomplished a number of important transitions while also learning and discerning our 

leadership: 

• With our updated bylaws having reconfigured how we build our Board, we have recruited new 

people to KEC’s Board and transitioned some key positions (which has provided tremendous 

learning).  

• Working on changes to structures and roles (always focused on the question: how do we best 

organize and utilize our limited resources?). We have worked hard to try to separate day-to-day 

operations (Management) from Governance (the work of the Board). 

 

Together we steward the legacy and future of offering summer camp programs based on the 

ethos of the United Church of Canada and teaching the radically inclusive love of Jesus. A 

global pandemic aside, we have much work to do in building a sustainable business model 

and structure for the critical roles and goals we have set for ourselves. 

 

Despite restrictions that resulted in no summer programming, our Management Team was 

able to hire a couple of summer students (site maintenance and an Offsite Director). 

 

Highlights from our Management Team regarding operations and programming: 

• Site security was a huge concern this spring and summer. Board members and staff took turns 

on site over the spring and summer helping with security, general site maintenance and were 

able to complete some site projects. 

• Providing online summer programming did not generate a lot of camper engagement, but it did 

reconnect many KEC Alumni through our social media. Sharing increased considerably on our 

Facebook Page, compared to previous years. 

• We made significant progress in organizing and updating policies and procedures towards an 

refreshed staff manual. We were able to assign some of this work to our summer student. 

• We continued our annual tradition of having a summer theme. “We Are Together Wherever We 

Are” celebrated the ways KEC keeps us connected far beyond the boundaries of camp. 
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Board: (as of AGM, January 14, 2021) 

Shari Hanson Chair  

vacant Vice-Chair  

vacant Secretary 

Amity Sponholz Treasurer  

Nancy Nourse Director 

Mandy Alcide Director 

Kathy Broks Director (Membership) 

Jim Watson Director (Property) 

 

Register | Rentals | Donate 

Summer Phone: 403-887-5757 | Rentals & Off Season: 403-392-1423 | Mail: Box 8951 Sylvan Lake, AB T4S 1S6 

Web: www.kasotaeastcamp.org    Facebook: kasotaeastcamp    Instagram: @kasotaeastcamp 

 

KASOTA WEST CAMP 
Respectfully Submitted: Gary koehler, Manager 

 

In January 2020 spring rentals and summer 

registrations were progressing as in previous years.  

Then COVID hit, by the end of February rentals 

were cancelled and by April summer camp was also 

cancelled. 

 

Then the decision was made to organize online 

programming for the summer.  Four staff were hired to organize and implement the online program 

and one staff was hired to maintain the site and provide security. 

 

The following report gives general statistics for the online programming. 

Online Programming Statistics—Participation 

Campers: 

• 80 different campers participated in online programming over the course of the summer 

• 17 of these campers registered for more than one day (~21%) 

• The youngest age group (grades 1-3) saw the greatest number of return registrations 

• A statistically significant (based on a chi square test) portion of registrations were from 

grades 7-9 

 19 (23%) Registered Campers were in grade 1-3 

 16 (20%) from grade 3-6 
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KEC Management Team 

Megan Anderson Director of Summer Programs 

Angela Wymann-Richter Director of Camp Operations 

 

 

KEC Champions: “championing KEC” and connecting 

with founding congregations. We ask each Church to 

appoint someone to this role. This role liaises fundrais-

ing, communication & community building around KEC. 

https://www.kasotaeastcamp.org/camps/
https://www.kasotaeastcamp.org/rentals/
https://tithe.ly/give_new/www/#/tithely/give-one-time/2100318
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 31 (38%) from grades 7-9 

 14 (19%) being C.I.T.s 

 That we are aware of (based on talking with campers/parents), there were 7 brand new 

campers who had never attended CKW previously 

 Of them, 2 registered for online programming more than once 

• July was the most popular month, with 40 registrations for online programming during the month 

 June was the second most popular with 28 

 August was the least with only 12 

• Over 180 different campers participated in engagement activities online that were NOT online 

programming (Instagram takeovers such as trivia, polls, and spirit week) 

 This constitutes over 80% of our following on social media that interacted with us during 

the summer by participating in engagement activities  

 The most popular Instagram takeover was the trivia week (Nika and Grace) which had 81 

DAILY participants 

 

Staff Members: 

• 17 out of 27 (59%) hired counselors participated in online programming 

 100% of staff members participating in online programming also participated in external 

engagement activities on a volunteer basis (Instagram takeovers, tik toks, etc.) 

 29% of staff ran an Instagram engagement activity over the summer, with interest from 

more staff to run them during the year to increase engagement 

 On average, each staff member worked 5.5 days of online programming  

 

Programming and Feedback: 

• 100% of Campers/Parents who we received feedback from regarding online programming 

reported having an extremely positive experience.  

• The most well received sessions were ones which are unique to online environments and would 

be difficult to replicate in person (skribbl.io), as well as new sessions, which are not typically run 

at CKW (Family Feud, Jeopardy, escape rooms) 

• At least 31 different sessions were planned over the course of the summer (this number is higher 

as not all session plans were in the same place that I have access to) 

 

As COVID restrictions continue into 2021 it is highly unlikely camp will operate this summer.  The 

plan is to follow a similar format for online programming as used in the summer of 2020. 
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Respectfully Submitted: Shelley Den Haan, Coordinator, 

Communications and Cluster Support, Chinook Winds Region 

 

COVID-19 challenged us to find ways to serve and reach our 

people and communities in new ways. Through the 

Community of Faith Strategy Group, a sub group was 

established with original members of Trevor Potter, Richard 

Betts and Shari Hanson. As the work and needs have 

evolved, we have also been blessed by the gifts and skills of 

Anne Yates-Laberge, Mauricio Araujo, Brad Lavenne, 

Allan Buckingham, Jackie Northey, Jeremy Mortis and 

Sue MacDonald. These people have either been involved in 

planning education sessions or helpful projects, offering 

pertinent feedback, actually leading education sessions or all 

of the above! 

 

Chinook Winds Technology and Ministry Survey - 

Summer 2020 

Good communications work always begins with research. The Chinook Winds Technology and 

Ministry Survey went out over the Summer of 2020 with 42 Ministry Personnel, Tech volunteers, 

church staff and others responding.  The results showed the tremendous effort people had gone to 

offer ministry online as well as to deliver worship material to those without technology and keep in 

contact with people via phone and letter.  (Full Survey Results HERE) 

 

Children and Youth Ministry — Initial responses to the survey quickly pointed out  that many 

ministry staff were not only preparing worship in a new way but putting together children and youth 

ministry resources.  For some, children and youth ministry had had to be put aside.  Learning that 

Pacific Mountain’s Children, Youth and Family Ministry staff called First-Third Ministry Network was 

putting together Faith@Home kits, a partnership was put together. Several respondents to the survey 

received samples of the Summer 2020 Camp@Home kits and then we began promoting the Fall 

2020 Faith@Home kits. The program has since grown and Chinook Winds Communities of Faith 

currently order approximately one-third of the total kits that the First Third Ministry Network put 

together for each season of the liturgical year.  The Faith@Home kits are not costly. Some 

communities of faith are able to receive discounts subsidized by the Region that can cover partial or 

all costs. 

 

Education Events: The Tech and Ministry Survey helped identify specific areas in which people 

wanted further learning.  Consequently, some education sessions were offered online. Where 

possible, some material was shared through the newsletter i.e. accessing funding for technology.    
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We offered the following sessions online:  

 

Ventures in Live-streaming and Pre-recording Worship  — 20 registrants 

•  How to Zoom with Style and Grace - 26 registrants 

•  Anchorperson 101 with CTV’s Terry Vogt   - 49 registrants 

Reboot Your Worship for Lent with Dr. Marcia McFee  - 69 registrants 

 

Offering sessions was slightly challenged by the fact that there are multiple ways of going online and 

multiple software platforms. Each congregation has developed techniques and used software that 

suited them, their volunteers and staffing. All sessions including asking for feedback afterwards and 

those responses helped shape future planning.  

 

It was also found that some congregational leadership — ministry personnel, retired ministry 

personnel and volunteers — needed more entry level and more personalized training on Zoom and 

Worship. Two sessions were organized with congregations primarily in the southern part of the 

region and another session with some congregations in central rural areas. 

 

Hillhurst United Church’s leadership also offered to do a session on using data to grow churches 

during the pandemic. That session will be offered during a Chinook Winds Town Hall on April 28.  

 

The Future Proofing group is also looking at the possibility of database/library of online worship 

resources i.e. music.  Discussions are also taking place to explore how technology may support 

ministry in congregational clusters. 

 

COVID-19 moves us into new ways of Offering Ministry in the Future 

 

Vaccinations offer us the hope that we will be able to return to more in-person worship. But many 

Chinook Winds church leaders recognize that moving online during COVID-19 has and will 

shape the ways ministry can be offered in the future. Several leaders see the need for 

ßcontinuing to offer some forms of online ministry in the future. Some of our regular attenders look 

forward to seeing and being with their church families in person again; some regular attenders also 

appreciate that they’ve been able to tune in and participate from home.  Some churches have 

experienced growth in both attendance and donations by moving their ministry online. 

 
Consequently, our Future Proofing Ministry conversations need to continue. 

 

Thank you to all of you for your efforts to offer ministry in new and in different ways. Thank you to 

many of you who supported each other in finding the technology that works for your context.  We are 

forever changed by your adapting to our new reality and that will serve us well as we continue to 

change for a new future. 

 
Any questions or comments welcome.  
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Respectfully Submitted: Geoffrey Simmins, 

Coordinator 

 

After many years of faithful service and 

leadership by Wilma Clark, the hospital ministries 

program committed in September 2020 to 

expand from its Calgary base to the wider CWR 

region. The Hospital Ministry Coordinator and the 

volunteer Hospital Ministries Team (a 

subcommittee of the Region’s Lay Ministry 

Support Working Group) are working towards the 

goal to have Alberta Health Services (AHS)-

approved United Church Hospital Ministry in all 

Acute Care Hospitals in the region by 2022.  

 

Although the pandemic made in-person visiting in hospitals, a dedicated existing Calgary-based 

group of six volunteers continued to meet virtually. We identified relevant training programs, including 

virtual visiting and trauma-based care.  

 

Wilma can also be credited with having mentored another group of Calgary volunteers who 

completed their training in the spring of 2021. We look forward to having them join our roster soon.  

 

We are about to undertake our first CWR-wide training program, which will be Zoom-based and run 

for seven consecutive Tuesday evenings starting April 13. We are excited to announce that 12 

individuals have signed up for the pilot program. We are very pleased that these individuals come 

from many communities in our region, from Trochu to Canmore to Redcliff to Medicine Hat.  

 

We look forward to sharing the results of the pilot project and to helping ensure that we have a 

United Church presence in our hospitals in the Chinook Winds Region.  

 

If your interest is piqued by this report, and you feel drawn to offer your gifts as a hospital visitor, I 

would be happy to talk to you. Pastoral care groups from congregations are particularly encouraged 

to get in touch: those who pray together, stay together.  

 

Geoffrey Simmins, Coordinator, Hospital Ministries 

 CWRhospitalministry@united-church.ca  
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Respectfully Submitted: Tony Snow 

 

The pilot program of Chinook Winds Indigenous Ministries moved into full implementation in 2020 

with a focus on the liturgical calendar through an Indigenous Lens.  

 

A 7-week Indigenous Lenten series based on the Seven Sacred Teachings from the Anishinaabe 

Tradition began as the Covid-19 lockdown took hold. Unable to complete the 12-Church visiting 

sessions across the region, we reformulated the series into an online workshop for the last 4 week 

before Lent.  

 

We continued the development of an online ministry with monthly gatherings of the Urban Indigenous 

Circle and the development of new series to continue into Eastertide. The Ethical Dilemmas Series 

amalgamated the work of Earth Day, Red Dress Day along with issues of Homelessness and 

Poverty, Racial Discrimination and White Supremacy and LGBTQ activism with the citywide 

conversion therapy ban.  

 

In June we focused on Indigenous Heritage Month by lifting up the Indigenous Church through the 

voices of long time clergy and former moderators narrating the changing of our role in the church and 

the vision for the future. We took time to honour the voices of Two Spirit, provide clergy training and 

deliver the virtual blanket exercise for the Treaty 7 area.  

 

In August we gathered Indigenous voices from across the world (from New Zealand to the 

Philippines to Nigeria, and parts across the US and Canada) for World Indigenous Day. And 

delivered sessions and keynote addresses to the Rendezvous 2020 gathering.  

In September, we commemorated Treaty Day with the Calgary Interfaith Council and discussed 

healthy communities, lateral violence and the effects of the residential school experience on Orange 

Shirt Day.  

 

We held a special wellness workshop with women who have been impacted with the loss of loved 

ones from MMIWG2S cases, and commemorated their lives with an online vigil to remember those 

loved ones lost from the Indigenous community.  

We held special wellness training with Right Relations members and looked ahead for planning in 

2021.  

 

We ended the year with an Advent series discussing the newly initiated Anti-Racism Declaration in 

partnership with the Affirming Connections group, as we sought to give context to anti-racist work in 

our ministries and to build partnership. 

 

In 2021, we are continuing the ministry cycle with a focus on the issues that affect our world: the rise 

of fascism and white supremacy, along with the honouring and respect of black bodies in our 

communities. We continue our work with the interfaith community and lift up the work of 

environmental awareness as we start to work toward COP 26 being held again in 2021. 
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Respectfully Submitted: Catherine Faith MacLean (Rev. Dr.), Chair, PNCDC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Property and New Church Development Council (PNCDC) is a long-time part of the United 

Church of Canada, and a registered Society in the Province of Alberta.  

 

Purpose 

 

PNCDC energies, expertise, and intentions are available to make mission possible where resources 

or imagination are slim. The primary purpose of the PNCDC is to enhance community. This ethic 

guides the work of PNCDC, rather than property-rich or investment opportunities. Having said that, 

decisions made by PNCDC are informed by solid real estate and financial wisdom. Christian 

principles of respect, compassion, possibility, hope, abundance, and joy are measures through which 

mission can be envisioned - and once reckoned, accomplished.   

 

History 

 

The Property and New Church Development Council was formed as a distinct legal entity under the 

Societies Act in 1977. It was located in and served Edmonton Presbytery. The primary purpose of 

the Council was to hold funds derived from the sale of United Church property in the Edmonton 

Capital Region pending development of plans for new ministries. Subsequently, Alberta and 

Northwest Conference confirmed that funds received from the sale of church assets of disbanded 

congregations, and from the sale of surplus assets from amalgamating congregations, should be re-

invested to strengthen, re-energize and create new ministries of the United Church in Canada. The 

Council funded, either through loans or grants, many projects over the last 45 years. One form of 

support was providing building support funding for Southminster-Steinhauer, Spirit West, and 

Millwoods United Churches in Edmonton. Non property related ministry initiatives included an 

Intercultural Ministry, Moving Forward with Reconciliation, and Affirming Ministries.  

  

New Governance and the Alberta Land Trust 

 

Preparing for changes that would eventually become our Regional Councils, the Objects and Bylaws 

of PNCDC were revised. This process occurred concurrently with development of the Alberta Land 
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Trust. This Trust is province-wide because it belongs to the province-wide Society. The Alberta Land 

Trust is an alternative resource for property ownership that can allow communities of faith to draw 

financial benefit from their land and property without necessarily being held by the constraints of 

Canadian charitable law. 

 

Responsibility for the Land Trust, and the overall governance of PNCDC, now resides in Chinook 

Winds Regional Council following approval granted by the General Council Office in 2019. A portion 

of the assets held by PNCDC were sent forward with the governance change and continue to be 

available to support planning work for communities of faith in consultation with Chinook Winds 

Region. Certain new ministry activities that had been supported in the past were removed from 

PNCDC in 2019 and lodged with the Communities of Faith Committee of Northern Spirit Regional 

Council. 

 

Membership 

 

All members of PNCDC Members are Directors. Current members are: Richard Betts, Katrina Foster 

(Secretary), Clare Irwin, Tony Robbins, John Rook, Randy Round (Treasurer), and I serve as Chair. 

We are grateful to Joel Den Haan who has brought valuable service and leadership for many years 

as Coordinating Consultant, and Sally-Anne Woolnough who is our bookkeeper. We rely on Treena 

Duncan for Chinook Winds region policy guidance and governance. 

 

We are actively seeking to increase our membership in the Chinook Winds Region.  

 

Current Activity 

 

At present the mission of PNCDC is new in Chinook Winds Regional Council. We hope this report 

and our current activity will spark interest. PNCDC is working with the Renfrew United Church 

property in Calgary, moving toward a creative redevelopment that will see rent-favourable housing 

built alongside a revitalized community presence, in a growing and changing neighbourhood.  We 

expect to proceed with this Renfrew redevelopment later in 2021. In addition, the Living Spirit United 

Church land and building is held in the PNCDC Land Trust while the path forward for the property is 

discerned.  We are working with a variety of interested groups to determine how best to use this 

resource for ministry in Southwest Calgary into the future. 

 

Thank you for taking the time to read this report.  
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Respectfully Submitted: Susan Brodrick, Chair 

 

The Chinook Winds Region Property Working Group have been very busy this past year, working 

with Communities of Faith in our Region to navigate changes in Trustees, property sub divisions, 

requests to sell manses and guidance to help churches engage in planning for transition and 

redevelopment to enhance their mission and ministry.   

 

Members of the Property Working Group are Susan Brodrick (Chair), Mary Axworthy (Secretary), Mel 

Spence, Joyce Cook and Barrie Clayton (Clerk for Land Titles). We are also grateful for the 

leadership we receive from Joel Den Haan our Community of Faith Strategy Consultant, and from 

our Executive Minister Treena Duncan. Also Mauricio Araujo the Executive Assistant has joined us to 

improve our flow of communication to the Executive Minister.  We meet every month on the 2nd 

Thursday, but also find that occasionally we need to call special meetings if the request is of a more 

urgent nature. 

 

A major activity for our Working Group this year involved helping St. Matthew’s United in Calgary to 

navigate the process of bidding farewell to their building, and to establish a ministry legacy for all of 

Chinook Winds Region.  We are grateful to the ministry personnel and lay leaders of St. Matthew’s 

congregation for their faithfulness in moving through the ending of a long congregational history, and 

a significant property transaction. 

 

This past year (August 2020 – March 2021) we have helped the following Communities of Faith 

update their Trustees on their title; Pincher Creek United Church, Rimbey United Church, Acadia 

Valley Pastoral Charge, Fifth Avenue Memorial United Church Medicine Hat, Hillhurst United Church 

Calgary, Carstairs-Bancroft Community of Faith, Northminster United Church Calgary, and Central 

United Church Calgary. 

 

We have worked with Delia United Church to sell their manse, and Blackie United Church to sub 

divide their property in order to sell their manse. We have also worked with Scarboro United Church 

in Calgary to sub divide their property in order to get their manse ready for sale. 

 

The majority of our other work has been helping Communities of Faith who are engaging in 

redevelopment projects to sustain their ministry in their current locations. Some of these projects are 

in the beginning stages and others further along. The redevelopment of Ogden United Church in 

Calgary in partnership with The Mustard Seed is getting closer to ground breaking which is very 

exciting since this project started prior to the new structure of the United Church of Canada. As was 

mentioned in our last update Airdrie United Church is getting closer to having a redevelopment 

project in partnership with Rockyview Foundation and Abrio Health.  

 

We are also working with Northminster United Church in Calgary, and Olds United Church on 

engaging  in a redevelopment project in order to enhance their ministry. Other Communities of Faith 

that the Property Working Group have put time and energy on are Central United Church, Sundre 
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United Church, Living Spirit United Church, and Hillhurst United Church. 

 

The other item that we are now working on with the Faith Strategy Working Group is to get the 

Community of Faith Council up and running which is part of the structure that was initially presented 

to Chinook Winds Region at our meeting in June 2019. 

 

As one can see we are a very busy Working Group, and I would like to thank the group for their 

dedication and commitment to this work. 
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Respectfully Submitted: Tammy Allan, Chair 
 

 

We did not envision, one year ago that we would still be living with careful restrictions brought on by 

the pandemic, however here we are. That said, much has been done in this past year as we strive to 

be the church in this time.  

 

Two Million Dollars - This is the amount your Community of Faith Strategy Group has facilitated to 

support key local and Regional mission and ministry since the last Regional Gathering. 

 

This includes:  

• $1.5 million to endow Chinook Winds Region Youth and Young Adults ministry, Indigenous 

ministry, and the new David Ferguson Music Fund to support music ministry and education 

around the Region; 

• $375,000 to support the work of Mission and Service across Canada and around the world 

• $229,000 to support local mission and ministry in Chinook Winds Region through Mission and 

Service annual granting programs. 

 

In the midst of a challenging, unprecedented year the generous and continuing heritage of faith in 

our local communities has allowed Chinook Winds Region to build new mission initiatives while 

maintaining ongoing support for important local outreach. 

 

A great portion of this generosity includes gifts from participants at St. Matthew's United Church, 

Calgary, Raymond United Church, and Parkview United Church, Vauxhall.  These communities of 

faith elected to disband and relinquish their property for the benefit of wider mission and ministry in 

our Region.  We give great thanks for the faithfulness of participants in these communities of faith, 

just as we acknowledge the difficulty of the decisions they have made. 

 

We also acknowledge the resourcefulness and tenacity of communities of faith all across Chinook 

Winds Region, as throughout 2020-2021 our participants adapted to life and ministry online.  There 

are a number of successful stories of congregations learning and growing in new ways during this 

pandemic, and your Community of Faith Strategy Group has helped facilitate Chinook Winds Region 

support through our staff and volunteers. 

 

We also endeavour to support Camps – Kasota East Camp, and Camp Kasota West, both located 

on Sylvan Lake, Bar Harbour Camp on Buffalo Lake, and Canyon Camp in Waterton National Park. 

Canyon has not operated since the Kenow Fire severely damaged the site. With the pandemic, none 

of the other camps were able to operated normally in 2020, and will not be able to in 2021. They are 

all working to plan for the future, hopeful that 2022 may be see a resumption of on site camping. 

Canyon Camp is making plans to rebuild. 

 

This working group also lends support to the campus ministries in our region – in Calgary at the 

University of Calgary, Mount Royal University and the Southern Alberta Institute of Technology, at 
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the University of Lethbridge, and Lethbridge College.  

 

The working group supports other outreach ministries across the region, as well.  

 

A recent aspect of our work involves our close connection with the Property Working Group. 

Together, we have initiated a coordinating team – the Communities of Faith Council and are 

developing terms of reference for this group’s work.  

 

We would be remiss in our reporting if we did not acknowledge the loss and pain that have touched 

our communities of faith as members have struggled with COVID-19, including participants at Living 

Spirit United Church, Calgary, and one of our own members, Barbara Davison, who lost her husband 

to COVID. Our prayers are with all who have been touched by these challenging times.  

 

Serving on the Community of Faith Strategy Working Group are:  Tammy Allan, chair;  Shari Hanson, 

secretary;  Richard Betts; Barbara Davison;  Gary Koehler; Trevor Potter; and Tim Nethercott.   

We are also grateful for the staff support of: Joel DenHaan, Community of Faith Strategy Consultant; 

Treena Duncan, Executive Minister for Chinook Winds Region; Mauricio Araujo, Executive Assistant; 

and Chris Mah Pay, Program and Administration Support.   
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Respectfully Submitted: Eleanore Tribe, President & Margery Wright, Past-President. 

 

Despite the pandemic, our network of women continues to function.  Our Annual Meeting was held 

on 30th April via Zoom; 33 women were in attendance. 

 

The guest speaker was Lumba Siyanga, Executive Director of Women for Change.  She spoke to us 

from Zambia, with a Power Point presentation.  The Mission of “Women for Change (WFC)” is a 

“gender focused NGO that builds capacities of rural communities, especially women and girls to 

achieve sustainable development”.  The United Church has been supporting WFC since 1994.  The 

UCW will be raising funds to support it as our national project until July 2022. 

 

We were also pleased to have Rev Janet Stobie, Author and Motivational speaker to give us a 

presentation on some of the most recent books she has had published. 

 

Our Advocacy committee chair has been encouraging all of us to write letters to local councils, 

MLAs, MPs, Federal Environment Minister, to protest the Alberta government plans to allow open pit 

coal mining on the Eastern Slopes of the Rockies. 

 

Barbara Davison continues as the editor of our Newsletter “The Banner”.  To receive an email copy 

at no charge, contact ucwbanner@gmail.com  

 

A Meet & Greet event for the Women of Chinook Winds Region 3,  hosted by Foothills (Presbyterial) 

Women, will be held on 30th Sept/21 at Camp Chestermere.  Further details will be circulated closer 

to the event. 

 

Our UCW Units and Women’s Groups in Chinook Winds and Northern Spirit continue to find ways to 

communicate and meet with one another within the AHS guidelines; and will continue to do so until 

we are back to “normal”. 

 

The National UCW Gathering to celebrate UCW 60th Anniversary is being planned for Sydney, Nova 

Scotia in July 2022 (11th to the 15th). These gatherings are held every five years and are a time of 

fun, fellowship, worship, and learning. 
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Respectfully Submitted: Kurt Katzmar and Deborah Richards, Co-Chairs 

 

The Western Intercultural Network is a relatively ‘young’ network of communities in the United 

Church of Canada committed to a fully inclusive and intercultural church, covering the five Western 

Regional Councils. 

 

The network holds gatherings and online conversations that focus on intercultural discussions. 

Network members are engaging in and promoting action in their regions towards living out the UCC’s 

vision of being an intercultural church (Vision for Becoming an Intercultural Church  - The United 

Church of Canada (united-church.ca), and come together occasionally for educational events and 

other opportunities for dialogue.  An executive from the five Western Regional Councils of the United 

Church offers us leadership. 

 

Our vision of becoming an intercultural United Church encompasses: 

• Racialized people and communities, which includes ethnic churches within the United Church, 

racialized lay leaders and ministry personnel, and more. 

• Indigenous people and communities, within the United Church and beyond, of all traditions. 

• People with disabilities. 

• LGBTQIA+ and Two Spirit people and communities. 

 

We honour these identities, and the spaces where they intersect. Our ministry includes courageous 

(and awkward!) conversations about our diversity, and about the social privilege and history that 

hinder right relationships. We believe the Good News of Jesus Christ calls us into such 

conversations and relationship. 

 

2020-21 Activities 

In 2020 the COVID-19 pandemic required the WIMN’s Interim Executive to change its plans for 

holding an in-person education event in September.  We instead offered a highly successful online 

event – New Wine: Western Intercultural Ministry Gathering over three Fridays - September 25, 

October 2, and October 9, 2020.  The gathering focussed on presentations and discussions on 

creating missional, sustainable, intercultural ministries together, with leadership provided by Rev. 

Tony Snow, from the Stoney Nakoda First Nation and Coordinator for Indigenous Right Relations, 

Chinook Winds Region, and Rev. Dr. Eric Law, Founder/Director of the Diverse Leadership Inst., Los 

Angeles, California.   The online format allowed us to expand the reach of this education event and 

we had over 60 persons attending the sessions on each day. 

 

Annual Meeting  

WIMN hosted its Annual meeting on November 17, 2020, in conjunction with one of its Chai/Coffee 

Sessions.   

 

At that meeting the members of the Interim Executive that had guided the Network’s activities for 

2019-20 were pleased to welcome new members to lead the Network.  
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The new Executive for 2020-21 comprises: 

Co-Chairs: Deborah Richards (Pacific Mountain) and Kurt Katzmar (Northern Spirit) 

Secretary: Kathy Yamashita (Chinook Winds) 

Elder: Kay Quon 

Chinook Winds: Alwin Maben (past chair) 

Northern Spirit: Chelsea Masterman 

Living Skies: Mathias Ross, Salesi Takau 

Prairie to Pine: Kwang Beom Cho, Damber Khadka, Bill Millar 

Staff support: Julie Graham, Chris Mah Poy, and Emo Yango (General Council). 

 

The Executive meets monthly for about 90 minutes, and this provide an opportunity for us to connect 

about activities in our region, as well as engage in planning discussions.   The sessions are lively!  

 

Looking forward 

The new Executive has been discussing how the Network will engage in supporting and living out the 

call within our regions to be an Intercultural Church, as well as how we build intercultural social 

values and communities by working with other organisations in our provinces like Multicultural 

Councils and Multifaith bodies.  Those discussions will continue throughout the year and we hope to 

find ways to engage the network in these engaging conversations.  We have been heartened and 

energized by the engaging conversations that we have had during our New Wine intercultural 

gathering in fall 2020 and various Network Chai/Coffee times held in 2020 and early 2021.   

 

The following decisions have been made about Network activities for 2021: 

Given ongoing uncertainty about in-person gatherings and church building re-openings this coming 

fall, we have decided not to hold a longer in person or online gathering in 2021. Instead, shorter 

programs and other opportunities will be the focus. We pray that in 2022 we will be able to be 

together again in a larger in-person gathering. 

The Network’s Intercultural conversation (Chai/Coffee) times will continue through 2021. Our hope is 

to have 3 or 4 such conversation times during the year.   In February we enjoyed a really rich 

national and intergenerational conversation focussed on the question ‘Who do we want to be as we 

re-open our communities?’ 

 

Upcoming Events 

Our next Chai/Coffee gathering in this series will be Thursday June 3, likely at 9:00AM Pacific, 

10:00AM Mountain Daylight (AB)/ Central Standard (SK), 11:00AM Central Daylight (MB and NW 

Ontario), and noon Eastern.   

 

Contact Us 

If you would like to be contacted about WIMN events you can sign up for occasional updates 

here; you can unsubscribe at any time, and we don’t share your information with anyone else.  
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Respectfully Submitted: Michelle Owens, Principal 

 
Centre for Christian Studies - 2020 
A Year of Imagining Everything Differently 
 
Pandemic - The pandemic (re)shaped everything in 2020… 
Spring - onset 
With the pandemic onset in Canada, within days we went from wondering 
whether our plans would be impacted to making the decision to move all 
circles and events online. Our staff began working from home as cities shut 
down. It was a time of enormous uncertainty. Students and staff plunged 
into online life. Our spring learning circles were creatively and quickly adapted for online gathering. 
Our Banquet and Annual Service of Celebration in person events were cancelled, and graduation 
instead marked with a Virtual Tea. 
 
Summer – space to breathe 
Online learning continued with the Relationship learning circle. Our Learning on Purpose circle was 
cancelled; and new students were invited to participate in a LOP-Lite orientation program. 
Woodsworth House re-opened to staff.  
 
Fall – second wave 
Staff continued to flex working from home or at the school. Our learning circles continued to be 
online, including: Integration Year, Ministry as Listening, Eco-Justice, Ministering by Word and 
Example. Some students proceeded with field placements, while others focused on external courses, 
which were widely available online.  
 
Progress – Sometimes just pressing on felt like progress, but we did more… 
Education 
We continued to innovate online pedagogy. In April we held a series of pandemic responsive 
workshops on topics such as Online Annual Meetings and Trauma Informed Pastoral Care. We held 
10 Learning Circles online, including three new one circles: Power and Privilege Circle, Eco-
Theology  Circle and Ministering by Word and Example Circle. We continued with free-of-charge 
public workshops with our CCS Fridays series, exploring topics including Queer Biblical 
Interpretation, Apocalypticism and (the still popular) Online Annual Meetings. Members of our 
learning community presented and participated at conferences including the Christian Left 
Conference (Emmanuel College), Competency Based Theological Education Conference 
(Competency Based Education Network) and Liberating Our Bodies: Sexual Politics, Queer 
Resistance and Religious Alliance Today (Jakarta Theological Seminary). 
 
Justice 
2020 started with Indigenous blockades of rail lines that brought an early silence Winnipeg from 
absent railcars. A deeper silence accompanied the first months of the pandemic, along with stark 
truths about who was vulnerable in our society. The silence was broken in the summer by Black 
Lives Matter protests raging against George Floyd's murder. CCS renews our affirmation that Black 
Lives Matter, our commitment to right relationship with Indigenous Peoples and stands against anti-
Asian racism and violence. 
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Transformation 
In the midst of change, challenge and response, we learned more about the resilience of field based 
education – students have continued to learn with local committee and in local context, including field 
education. Our networks of connection were strong and flexible enough to hold us together through 
isolation. We found this to be true for our staff team as well – practices of connection with out-of-
province staff proved invaluable when everyone was dispersed and isolated at home.  
Our new social media partnership with Strategic Charm has refreshed our online presence, 
connecting us with old friends and reaching new folks.   
One of our actions arising from our commitment to #BlackLivesMatter has been revising assigned 
reading lists with an anti-racist, decolonial lens. We are more stringently assessing the whiteness of 
our assigned authors, and making changes, circle by circle. 
 
Planning - while trying to plan for the future in 2020 often felt like gazing into a foggy crystal ball, 
some things became crystal clear… 
Recruitment 
Theological schools can no longer rely on a steady intake of students being identified and 
encouraged through denominational processes of call and discernment. We will be moving forward 
with hiring a part time Recruitment Coordinator in 2021 to connect with potential diploma, certificate 
and continuing education learners. 
 
Sustainability 
A longterm future for the Centre must include financial sustainability. Denomination funding is 
decreasing. CCS donors remain committed to diaconal education, and blessed us with extraordinary 
generosity in 2020. Our investment in Development education resulted in large fundraising 
increases. 
 
Partners 
We are blessed with collaborative, generative partners, including: 
Anglican and United Churches 
Diakonia of the United Church of Canada 
Anglican Deacons 
Diakonia of the Americas and Caribbean  
Diaconal Mentors, Field Placements, Learning Facilitators, Local Committee members,  
Council and Committee volunteers 
St Andrew's College 
St Stephen's College 
Sandy Saulteaux Spiritual Centre 
Strategic Charm (social media managers) 
 
Our Year Book, Financial Statements and Annual Report may be found at: http://ccsonline.ca/event/
ccs-annual-general-meeting-2021/   
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Respectfully Submitted: Rev. Dr. Michelle Voss Roberts, Principal and Professor of Theology 

 

 

Dear Friends, 

 

I pray for God’s blessings on your regional meeting and bring greetings from 

Emmanuel College. As the end of my term as Principal approaches, I write to share 

some exciting developments at the College. 

 

The COVID-19 pandemic has handed us the unexpected opportunity to dive 

head-first into online teaching and learning. We are currently discerning a distance 

model for the Master of Divinity (MDiv) program, which may interest candidates in 

your region, for whom moving to Toronto would have been an obstacle. Students 

starting the program this fall can expect access to online courses, with opportunities 

for community and spiritual life both online and in person. Our John W. Billes Grant 

affords 100% tuition support for United Church of Canada members enrolled fulltime 

in the MDiv and engaged with the candidacy pathway process. We also offer 

ample bursary support, which has been bolstered during the pandemic by Annual 

Fund gifts from generous alumni donors. 

 

Emmanuel College recruits and educates leaders to be attuned to the changing 

context and mission of the church in Canada. We have broadened ways that 

courses, continuing education, and community life implement the calls to action 

delineated by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. With the appointment of 

Jonathan Hamilton-Diabo as Special Advisor on Indigenous Issues and teachingstream 

Assistant Professor of Theology, the College now offers courses on 

Indigenous theological worldviews; Indigenous ways of relating to faith, church, and 

the community; and the legacy of residential schools. We have also increased the 

presence of Indigenous Elders in ceremonies and as guest lecturers. New Canadian 

faculty have joined us, with expertise in postcolonial and decolonial theories and 

practices. As a result, we have instituted an innovative curricular requirement in 

Coloniality and Power for all basic degree students. Our pluralistic context and our 

multireligious Master of Pastoral Studies program also enhance the MDiv. Students 

become more deeply rooted in their own religious and spiritual traditions as a result 

of engaging one another across difference. Each of these distinctive emphases 

prepares our UCC candidates for contemporary ministries. 

 

Our continuing education partnerships with the United Church emphasize 

leadership in diverse settings. We are currently co-sponsoring a multi-year 
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Innovative Ministry project with the Toronto United Church Council. In early March, 

General Secretary Michael Blair delivered our Gandier Lecture, addressing the 

current reality of anti-black racism, the church’s historic complicity with practices of 

exclusion, and the UCC’s commitment to transformative discipleship as the beloved 

community. This summer, our Centre for Religion and Its Contexts will gather a 

preaching symposium, and we will also host the second annual Christian Left 

Conference with Trinity St. Paul’s UCC, EDGE, and other sponsors. Please consider 

joining us at these events, online and free of charge. Future initiatives will integrate 

the training of candidates for ministry with workshop opportunities for ministers, 

including a series of workshops that draw on the College’s strengths in mental health 

education. 

 

Our faculty contribute theologically to the United Church of Canada. We are 

thinking through emergent theological issues that matter to congregations and their 

ministers. Recent publications include Pamela McCarroll’s volume, Christian 

Theology after Christendom: Engaging the Thought of Douglas John Hall; and 

Postcolonial Preaching: Creating a Ripple Effect by Timothy Eaton Memorial 

Church Professor of Preaching, HyeRan Kim-Cragg. Our faculty and students 

continue to join your congregations as guest preachers via Zoom. 

 

Looking back over my three years as Principal, I have been grateful to participate in 

each of these facets of our engagement with the United Church of Canada. I look 

forward to new ways of connecting after June 30, under the leadership of our soon-tobe- 

announced Interim Principal. On a personal note, I look forward to continuing my 

journey as a member of the Emmanuel College faculty and as a person in ministry in 

the Admission process with the UCC. 

 

This concludes my report to you as Principal, but it is not “goodbye.” 
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Respectfully Submitted: Richard R. Topping, Principal 

 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

Vancouver School of Theology adapted well to the move of all our programs and operations online 

due to public health protocols. VST’s investment in online learning facilitated this transition. Further 

investments in electronic resources, software systems for the library and student records support are 

crucial to our model of hybrid learning. The United Church is well represented on our board and 

faculty, and among our sessional lecturers, staff and student body.  We welcomed the Rev. Rebecca 

Simpson to the VST faculty, and The Rev. Dr Pat Dutcher-Walls has retired.  Prof. Mari Joerstad will 

begin as our new Dean July 1, 2021.  The faculty of VST is prolific in its publications with over 10 

books, and numerous articles, in the past year.  Lecturers of international repute have visited the 

school in person and online.  VST’s summer school features Prof. Miroslav Volf, of Yale Divinity 

School, and our double virtual convocation (classes of 2020-2021) will see over 60 graduates, with 

Prof. Deborah van Deusen Hunsinger, of Princeton Seminary, as the speaker. VST is expanding its 

classroom space and renovating its facilities to accommodate the unprecedented growth in the 

student body. The Rev. Curtis Bablitz is the winner of the 2021 VST TEG (thoughtful, engaged and 

generous Christian leader) Award.  

 

THOUGHTFUL, ENGAGED AND GENEROUS CHRISTIAN LEADERS 

 

In 2021, we not only taught adaptive leadership, we lived it out. The faculty, students, staff, Board, 

and administration of the school showed resilience, kindness, trust in God and a degree of mutual 

support that bears witness to the gospel. Our hybrid delivery enabled us to move all our classes 

online with the help of a wonderful IT department, and to teach students on five continents who 

registered for courses and programs.  Auditors of our courses significantly increased and the training 

of our faculty for online instruction was a providential blessing. Zoom and Canvas, while not without 

limitations, are essential and flexible enough to provide engaging online learning.  In January of 

2020, VST was acknowledged by In Trust Magazine (for theological schools across North America) 

as one of six – and the only Canadian – schools that have undergone significant transformative 

change. “Recognizing they could no longer maintain the status quo in this radically changed 

environment, six theological schools took bold, drastic action.”   

 

VST is called to educate and form thoughtful, engaged, and generous Christian leaders for the 

church and the world. Our graduates are thoughtful people, reflective about how to interact with the 

large issues of our time out of the deep resources of faith. We don’t rush to thin relevance but linger 

with scripture, tradition, scholarship and conversation with Indigenous neighbours and people of 

other faith traditions. Our students are engaged, willing to get involved in the world, not just waiting 

for the next one. Our theological ethos is designed to nurture practitioners who are making a 

difference for God and the gospel. We are convinced that the Risen Christ is always already involved 

in the world (we’re missional); we discern that movement and respond to grace wherever we find it – 
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and it is surprising where it is found. Our graduates are generous, inclusive people, able to find 

friends with whom to collaborate for the love of God and the good of the world. We go deep with God 

in Christ and so wide with the world God loves. 

 

FACULTY 

 

United Church faculty include The Rev. Dr Steven Chambers and The Rev. Suzanne Sykes. The 

Rev. Dr Brian Thorpe, The Rev. Cari Copeman-Haynes, The Rev. Dr Hyuk Cho, The Rev. Michael 

Blair, Ms. Amy Crawford and The Rev. Mary Nichol have been sessional lectures in the past 

academic year.  Many United Church clergy have been guest speakers and leaders in our chapel 

services. Mr. Lonnie Delisle is our Musician-in-Residence.  We continue to work closely with the 

Pacific Mountain Region on the certificate for children and youth ministries. The Rev. Dr Pat Dutcher-

Walls retires at the end of June 2021 from her work as Dean.  The Rev. Rebecca Simpson has been 

engaged as the new Presbyterian Director of Denominational Formation with the former Director, 

The Rev. Dr Ross Lockhart, becoming the Dean of St Andrew’s Hall.  Principal Richard Topping’s 

contract has been renewed for a five-year term beginning July 1, 2021. A new Dean, Dr Mari 

Joerstad, from the Kenan Institute at Duke University and a Professor of Hebrew Bible, will begin her 

employment with VST beginning July 1, 2021. We are grateful to Ms. Treena Duncan and The Rev. 

Ingrid Brown for serving on the search committee.  

 

The faculty have completed a volume together entitled Theological Studies: A Thoughtful, Engaged 

and Generous Approach.  It will be published in 2021 as part of the 50th anniversary of VST and is 

edited by Profs. Harry Maier, Richard Topping and Ashley Moyse. Our faculty continues to be prolific 

in research and publication. In the fall of 2020, at least five new books for publication were in the 

works by various members of the faculty.  In 2021 more than 10 new volumes have appeared, either 

edited by or written by our faculty.  The faculty continue to deliver important scholarship in a number 

of registers for the upbuilding of the church. A new series of podcasts called Bruderholz will be 

offered in 2021.  It is a series of interviews with faculty about their work for the church and the world.   

 

VST BOARD/EMPLOYEES 

 

Mr. Michael Francis is the insightful and cheerful chair of the Board at VST. We are so blessed by his 

work. The Board meets four times a year, and has representatives from the Anglican, United and 

Presbyterian churches, as well as the community at large. We follow a policy governance model. The 

Rev. Dr Doug Goodwin, Ms. Cheryl Jourdain and The Rev. Michelle Slater are our United Church 

members.  Mr. Iain Black, President and CEO of Maximizer CRM, is our Chancellor. We launched 

our new brand and website in 2020 and a new Student Information System and OpenAthens 

software for easy use of online resources through our growing collection of electronic resources in 

2021.  
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PARTNERSHIPS 

 

VST thrives because of its partnerships. We are a theological school preparing students for Christian 

leadership in the Anglican, United and Presbyterian churches. In addition to these core partnerships, 

we work with the Sauder School of Business at the University of British Columbia, Huron College at 

the University of Western Ontario (for UCC students), St Mark’s College at UBC, and Durham 

University, United Kingdom, to deliver our degree programs from the B.A. to Ph.D. levels. A new 

course in the Sauder program includes leading transformational change.  In late 2020, we signed 

agreements for faculty and student exchange and course sharing with St Andrew’s, Quezon City, 

Philippines, and Jakarta Theological Seminary, Indonesia.  These partnerships encourage us to 

engage in theological education that, while geared to the Canadian context, is global in its 

sensibilities. 

 

GRANTS/FINANCES/FOUNDATION 

 

Vancouver School of Theology has achieved a balanced budget for the sixth year in a row with 

growth in programs and while also building a reserve for capital purchases and maintenance. This 

has been possible through the prudent financial management of our Vice-Principal and CFO, Ms. 

Shari Coltart, the excellent leadership of our Audit and Finance Committee and the Foundation 

Board, chaired by the Venerable Ronald Harrison. The Foundation provides an important and 

generous revenue stream for the operations of the school.  United Church members of the 

Foundation board include Dr Joy Begley and Mr. Graham McIsaac. 

 

VST has completed the expenditure of the $400,000 Luce Grant for Indigenous Ministry through the 

Teaching House That Moves Around, led by The Rev. Dr Ray Aldred. In the last year of the program, 

eight communities with 151 participants were engaged in Indigenous communities in Canada and the 

United States. A three-year grant from the United Church of Canada totaling $225,000 will enable 

this work to continue in the Northwest communities within the Province of British Columbia. This 

ministry will take theological education to Indigenous communities in Northern British Columbia using 

indigenous methods and instructors and is one way that we are following up on the 

recommendations of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada. 
 

In addition, significant gifts were received at VST to support ongoing and new programs. Our Sauder 

School of Business program, where students learn the essentials of administrative and managerial 

excellence, will be completely endowed through a major donation of 1 million dollars, half of which 

we have already received. We received donations of almost $70,000 to support the program in the 

meanwhile. We have also received significant gifts for student recruitment in Asia ($30,000) and a 

recent grant of $250,000 toward promoting congregational flourishing. We have hired a Director to 

lead our new project for Congregational Flourishing through Community Engagement, Mr. Chris 

Pullenayegem, who began January 1, 2021. Mr. Pullenayegem comes to us from the National 

Offices of the United Church of Canada where he served as Faith Formation and Mission Program 

Coordinator. 
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VST is constructing larger classroom spaces and renewing Epiphany Chapel to accommodate the 

growth of the student body and to keep our buildings and technology ready to support theological 

education for the 21st century.  Not all the school’s strategic initiatives are fully funded, and we 

welcome support. 

 

ACADEMIC ENROLLMENT 

 

The headcount for spring 2021 is 243. This represents an increase of 47% over 2018. The number of 

course registrations in the spring of 2021 is 445, an increase of 41% over spring 2018 (and an 

increase of 11% over spring 2020). The number of full-time students in the fall of 2020 was 89, in the 

spring of 2021 it is 106 (an increase of 17%).   

 

The Anglican Church of Canada has the largest cohort at 60 students, United Church the second at 

55 students and Presbyterians third at 45. We have a significant number of United Church of Christ 

students (12) and a growing number of students from other Christian churches (57). For the fall of 

2020, we had the largest number of applications, acceptances and incoming class members in the 

history of the school. Over 60 students began their programs, including two more doctoral students in 

the Durham Ph.D. program and two students in our joint BA program at St. Mark’s have now begun 

their M.Div. programs at VST.  Our Explorers Weekend, under the direction of the Rev. Julie Lees, 

continues to build our domestic applications both when done in person and online. VST Sunday saw 

members of the VST community engaged at almost 50 churches across the country online. We are 

grateful to our partner churches who welcomed this effort.  

 

SPECIAL LECTURES 

 

Vancouver School of Theology has welcomed a series of world-class lecturers and church leaders to 

special lecture series at our school in the service of our mission. In the past two academic years, we 

welcomed Prof. Norman Wirzba of Duke Divinity School, Prof. Candida Moss, University of 

Birmingham, Prof. Tony Campolo, Prof. Katherine Sonderegger, Virginia Theological Seminary, Artist 

Dr James He Qi, Rabbi Professor Amy-Jill Levine of Vanderbilt University, and in the summer of 

2021, Prof. Miroslav Volf, who will teach in our summer school which takes place July 5-16 and 

includes outstanding multiple opportunities to learn. https://vst.edu/vst-summer-school/.  Online 

Summer School 2020 saw an increase of 37% in course registrations. The G. Peter Kaye Lecture 

with Prof. Amy-Jill Levine, held online, had 1024 people in attendance and is the most well-attended 

lecture we have ever had.  

 

VST will host Religion & Thoughtful Activism Online Academic & Community Conference on May 
25th to 27th, 2021. This program is offered thought our Interreligious Studies program and will 
feature Ms. Shachi Kurl, President, Angus Reid Institute, Roots Palestinian-Israeli Network. https://
vst.edu/inter-religious-studies-program/conference/.  The Indigenous Studies Program Summer 
School takes place online July 12th to July 23rd, 2021. This is an opportunity for students who are 
often isolated from one another to gather, learn, and worship together. Ceremony and Sacrament 
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with be taught by Mr. Adrian Jacobs, Keeper of the Circle, Sandy-Saulteaux Spiritual Centre. https://
vst.edu/isp-summer-school/    

 

CONVOCATION 2020/2021  
 
On May 11, we confer degrees and certificates over 60 graduates in our online convocation for the 

classes of 2020 and 2021. Twelve students will receive the certificate in Leadership Excellence from 

the Sauder School of Business. We will also present the Principal’s Thoughtful, Engaged and 

Generous Leader Award to Archdeacon Clara Plamondon (2020) and The Rev. Curtis Bablitz (2021), 

who exemplify the leadership we aspire to encourage. This award is made to clergy in the first ten 

years of ministry. We will award four honorary doctorates – to Prof. Santa Ono, President of UBC; 

Rabbi Marcia Prager, Director and Dean of Aleph Ordination Programs, the Rev. Doug Goodwin, 

former General Secretary of British Columbia Conference and Regional Executive Minister for the 

United Church and to Mr. Rupert Lang, Organist and Director of Music, Christ Church Cathedral, 

Vancouver. Our convocation speaker is Prof. Deborah van Deusen Hunsinger, author of Bearing the 

Unbearable: Trauma, Gospel and Pastoral Care, Academy of Parish Clergy Book of the Year, 2015. 

She will conduct an online workshop – “Keeping an Open Heart in Troubled Times” - on May 12. This 

day after graduation event is part of our ongoing project for revitalization and is funded through the 

Hugh and Helen Mogensen Fund.  

 

Vancouver School of Theology is grateful for our partnership with The United Church of Canada and 

offer our prayers and greetings to the Chinook Winds and Pacific Mountain Regions.  
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